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ABSTRACT 

 

 

     In recent years, there has been a lot of research work being done on the wireless 

networking using Directional antennas. But not many approached the issue together with 

resource allocation and channel assignment in multi-channel multi-radio networks, 

especially in multi-hop WiMAX (802.16e) networks. This work also explores the 

implementation of Directional antenna for communication in mobile scenario where the 

nodes move either in specified trajectory or randomly. The overall goal of this research is 

to work towards improving the wireless communication and proposing solutions for some 

existing issues. The methods of topology control algorithms for maximizing the 

minimum link capacity and then a different approach to balance the network load should 

be one of the few pieces of work in this regard. Implementation of these proposed 

methods have improved the network performance in aspects like throughput, delay, 

network capacity, interference, traffic congestion and network balance. The major issues 

that determine the performance of wireless networks include traffic congestion, 

interference, signal quality, Quality of Service (QoS), mobility issues like handover. 

These issues for a multi-hop WiMAX scenario that would possibly emerge in future were 

studied and solution were suggested and tested. Large numbers of WiMAX scenarios of 

different sizes with different type of applications, models, devices, resources and 

methodologies have been simulated and various aspects like mobility, QoS, interference 

control, traffic congestion and network balance have been studied. During the course of 

research, various wireless communication issues have been addressed by providing 

feasible to optimal solutions; new designs and methodologies for the WiMAX models is 

being incorporated to induce useful functionalities; communication models, antennas and 

other devices and technically enhanced. Also, the QoS in WiMAX networks hasn‘t been 

studied much; our research work includes simulation and detailed analysis of various 

service classes in different conditions and scenarios for WiMAX multi-hop networks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Introduction to IEEE 802.16 ‗WiMAX‘ 

WiMAX, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access is a 

telecommunications technology that provides wireless transmission of data using a 

variety of transmission mode, from stationary point-to-multipoint links to portable and 

fully mobile internet access. The technology is IEEE 802.16 and also called Broadband 

Wireless Access. The 802.16 family is officially called WirelessMAN in IEEE; it has 

been commercialized under the name ‗WiMAX‘ by the industry alliance called the 

WiMAX Forum [1]. The mission of the Forum is to promote and certify compatibility 

and interoperability of broadband wireless products based on the IEEE 802.16 standards. 

IEEE 802.16 - Air Interface for 10 to 66 GHz [2], was approved in December 

2001. It delivered a standard for point to multipoint broadband wireless transmission in 

the 10-66 GHz band, with only a line-of-sight (LOS) capability. It uses a single carrier 

(SC) physical (PHY) standard. 

IEEE 802.16a was an amendment to 802.16 and delivered a point-to-multipoint 

capability in the 2-11 GHz band [3], which also offers a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) 

capability and the PHY standard was therefore extended to include Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple 

Access (OFDMA). 

An amendment to 802.16-2004, IEEE 802.16e-2005, addressing mobility, was 

completed in 2005. This added a number of enhancements to the previous standard, 
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including better support for Quality of Service (QoS) and the use of Scalable OFDMA, 

and is sometimes called ―Mobile WiMAX‖ [4]. The 802.16 standard essentially 

standardizes 2 aspects of the air interface – the physical layer (PHY) and the Media 

Access Control (MAC) layer. 

QoS in 802.16e is supported by allocating each connection between the 

Subscriber Station (SS) and the Base Station (BS) called a service flow in 802.16 

terminology) to a specific QoS class. The QoS classes are: UGS, unsolicited grant 

service; rtPS, real time polling service; nrtPS, non-real time polling service; ertPS, 

extended time polling service; BE, Best effort. 

The WiMAX models and their functionalities can be vendor specific as there is 

room for customization in 802.16 standards, unlike other popular wireless standards such 

as 802.11/WLAN (WiFi). A rough comparison between WiMAX and WiFi is drawn in 

the figure below (Fig. 1.1), the values are estimated. 

 

                  Figure 1.1 - Comparison between WiFi and WiMAX. 
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In WiMAX communication typically a Base Station (BS) is connected to 

backhaul links or servers and Subscriber Stations (SSs), enabled with WiMAX capability, 

communicate with the BS for services. The BS controls the communication and service 

issues.  

 

  

  Figure 1.2 - The figure below shows a typical WiMAX network and its application. 

 

The WiMAX technology fills in as a bridge between short distance 

communications and long distance communications and works with other technologies 

and protocols to extend the ‗last mile‘ support in data communication. 
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.  

     Figure 1.3 - The figure shows WiMAX with other wireless technologies. 

 

Research Work and its Goals 

In a WiMAX network, wireless communication happens between a Subscriber 

Station (SS) and a Base Station (BS). A BS is typically a service provider which has 

backhaul links or servers connected to it and an SS subscribes to the BS for the service. A 

BS and an SS exchange control messages and negotiate the connection parameters before 

setting up the communication link. These parameters can be changed during the 

communication depending on the requirements and availability of resources between the 

two entities. 

An SS can listen to and communicate with a BS which is operating in same 

frequency channel as it‘s. Hence, each SS is assigned a frequency channel on which it 

can communicate with a BS from a set of potential serving BSs which are operating on 
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the same frequency channel. Generally, all SSs and BSs in a cell (or a certain designated 

area) operate on same frequency channel and hence an SS associates itself to a BS which 

is nearest to it and when the SS gets communication links from their BS, data transfer 

happens. Any subsequent issues which arise during the communication session are solved 

by following the designated protocols of the layers where the issues belong. These issues 

include traffic congestion, interference, signal quality, Quality of Service, and mobility 

issues like handover. 

The approach of the research is towards improving the WiMAX communication 

(from 802.16e standard)  by developing new functionalities, designs and using 

methodologies to solve most of these vital issues or to avoid the occurrence of the above 

issues and suggesting novel, more useful and efficient system models and exploiting the 

scope for user specific implementations.  

The overall goal of this research is to work towards improving the wireless 

communication and solving some existing issues in a WiMAX network. In the course of 

research, various issues have been addressed by providing feasible to optimal solutions; 

new designs and methodologies of the WiMAX nodes are incorporated to produce useful 

functionalities; communication models, antennas and other devices are technically 

enhanced. And using these ideas and products WiMAX communication is brought to an 

advanced level, where multi-hop scenarios were successfully simulated and studied. The 

issues of a multi-hop WiMAX scenario that would possibly occur in the future were 

identified and solutions are suggested and tested. Large numbers of WiMAX scenarios of 

different sizes with different type of applications, models, devices, resources and 
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methodologies have been simulated and various aspects like mobility, QoS, interference 

control, traffic congestion and network balance have been studied intensively. 

OPNET Modeler [5], generally, version 14.5 is used for simulating all the WiMAX 

scenarios and all the models used in this research are based on features available or added 

to OPNET Modeler. 

The performance of a WiMAX communication is enhanced by applying new 

methods for resource scheduling, where the throughput and link capacity of the network 

is improved. 

For improving the network throughput and link capacity few Topology Control 

algorithms are suggested and implemented which provides a productive set of 

communication links between the nodes. 

 For reducing the interference among the communication links channel 

assignment algorithms are also proposed.  

For reducing traffic congestion and maintaining network balance a simple joint 

topology control and load balancing algorithm is suggested and implemented. 

For improving the signal quality, reducing interference (mainlobe and sidelobe) 

and achieving high gain and throughput, directional antennas are incorporated in the node 

models, and successfully tested. 

The feature of mobility is extended in multi-hop scenarios, where handover could 

be implemented at every hop of the communication using a ‗Relay‘ Station (RS). The RS 

a customized communication model designed and implemented to work as a WiMAX 

‗relay‘ [6]. The 802.16j relay task group [7] has been working on the idea and 
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functionality of multihop relay. But the implementation of a multihop relay model is not 

reported so far.  

A new approach to handover is implemented, which is Network Initiated 

Handover or ‗Forced Handover‘ [8] to centralize the control over handover. This 

implementation is a customized feature for a mobile network and the 802.16e standard 

doesn‘t by default provide this functionality. This functionality gives the network the 

control over communication nodes and their links for improving and maintaining overall 

network balance and efficiency. 

The Quality of Service in a multi-hop WiMAX network is simulated and studied 

for various network sizes and should help significantly in planning and modeling 

applications and scenarios with QoS requirement. 

Along with the development of new models, designs, approaches and 

methodologies which improved the network efficiency in several vital aspects and 

introduced several communication advancements, the intensive experiments and study 

provide a great help in understanding the behavior and limitations of existing WiMAX 

systems and in planning and designing future WiMAX systems. 

 

Results of the Research Work 

 A new WiMAX relay node model for providing multi-hop communication is 

successfully designed, developed and implemented in OPNET Modeler. 

 Directional antennas were successfully designed and implemented and helped in 

reducing interference. 
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 Algorithms for providing a resource allocation schedule and antenna pattern 

selection were tested and showed significant improvement in throughput and 

reduction in interference. 

 The network performance is enhanced by improving throughput and other vital 

network parameters using these algorithms and methods. 

 Mobility support is implemented in Relay Stations in a multi-hop WiMAX 

network. 

 The simulations of QoS based traffic scenarios brought out the behavior and 

priority details in the WiMAX multi-hop network. 

 ‗Forced Handover‘ is successfully implemented and various criteria and tested for 

providing network the control over handover. 

Contribution Through This Work 

 Worked on a developing and implementing a successful customized ‗off the shelf 

product‘, WiMAX ‗relay‘ node in OPNET Modeler. Deployed this model in 

various WiMAX network scenarios and constantly worked on enhancing and 

complementing numerous versions. 

 Successfully implemented Directional antennas at PHY layer of OPNET Modeler. 

Developed dynamic and adaptive features for the directional antennas. 

 Proposed and worked on designing various algorithms addressing problems of 

resource allocation schedule, obtaining a network topology (with different 
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objective functions), balancing the network load and reducing the interference 

traffic in a WiMAX network. 

 Implemented and tested these algorithms using software tools like OPNET 

Modeler, VC++ and thoroughly studied the simulation results. 

 The proposal and implementation of our algorithms using the customized models 

provide the solutions for end-user application without the need of any new 

network model or product to use or implement the required features. 

 Implemented mobility support in Relay Stations in a multi-hop WiMAX network. 

 Explored and studied the behavior of QoS service flows in a WiMAX multi-hop 

network and successfully performed simulation to study their priority and 

efficiency. 

 Successfully implemented ‗Forced Handover‘ in OPNET Modeler and 

customized various such functionalities to specific various criteria and conditions. 

Organization into Chapters 

In subsequent chapters, the inspiration and importance of the thesis work is 

discussed after which the research work and its contribution is detailed. The next chapter 

includes the idea and details of the work related to the some of my thesis work. In chapter 

3, the technical enhancement of WiMAX models and design and implementation of 

‗relay‘ node is discussed. This WiMAX ‗relay‘ node model is a customized WiMAX 

node model which can be used in a multi-hop network and is designed specific to the 

requirements and objectives of the organization, by exploiting the vendor specific 
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implementations. This model provides an off the shelf product for using in a multi-hop 

network scenario, satisfying the role of  Relay Station (802.16j), which is still under the 

development process. The creation and implementation of directional antennas and 

special pencil beams is detailed. This chapter also has other physical layer related 

implementations. 

In chapter 4, there are two proposed topology control algorithms for establishing a 

SS-RS assignment with the objective of maximizing the minimum link capacity of the 

network, which are explained and implemented. These two algorithms are used in 

simulating several WiMAX scenarios and their efficiencies are studied and explained 

with the help of results. 

In chapter 5, quality of service issues in a multi-hop scenario are tested and 

studied. The algorithms from Chapter 4 are used in these scenarios. The QoS parameters 

are comprehensively tested and simulated for different traffic conditions and network 

sizes. The priority and behavior of different service flows like UGS, rtPS, BE is studied 

using the simulation results. 

A new approach is suggested in chapter 6, for overall communication setup in a 

WiMAX multi-hop scenario, which consists of algorithms for SS-RS assignment directed 

towards achieving network connectivity and load balance. This approach also has a 

channel assignment algorithm for reducing co-channel interference [9] and determines 

appropriate directional antenna patterns and orientation for increasing the gain and hence 

improving the throughput. 
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Chapter 7 discusses the idea of network initiated handover and its implementation 

details in OPNET 14.0. This feature is tested and used in various mobile scenarios. In this 

chapter, the design and details of a mobile RS are given. The mobility and handover in a 

WiMAX multi-hop scenario is implemented and studied. 

Chapter 8 of this thesis summarizes the contribution and scope of the thesis and 

discusses the future work this thesis can possibly inspire and help in. 

Chapter 9 lists the references used to cite the work that is included and inspired in 

the thesis. 

The Appendices section at the end has all the program code used for the work and 

other related details. 
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RELATED WORK 

In recent years, there has been a lot of research work done on wireless networking 

using directional antennas [10], [11], [12]. Yap et al [10] proposed the use of a simple 

directional antenna, which has a fixed number of beams and fixed respective beamwidths, 

with the requirement that the direction of the beams is changeable during runtime. Huang 

et al. [11] studied toplology control by reducing the power intensity directionally instead 

of omni-directionally. Kumar et al. [12] proposed to use multiple directional antennas on 

each node and orient them appropriately to create low interference topologies while 

maintaining network connectivity. In this paper it is assumed that the antenna beamwidth 

is sufficiently small such that a node can communicate with only one neighbor node 

using one directional antenna. 

But none of approaches described above provide a solution for communication in 

a mobile scenario where the nodes move either in a specified trajectory or randomly. In 

the research work presented, directional antennas are successfully used in the mobile case 

and the beamwidth of the antenna can be changed during the runtime. Also, it is a costly 

and inefficient approach to communicate to each neighbor node with a separate radio and 

antenna. In this research work optimal antenna beamwidth and orientation is determined 

to maintain connectivity and maximize the efficiency of the data communication. 

Another issue related to this research work is channel assignment in multi-channel multi-

radio networks [9], [13]. A typical example of channel assignment is reported by Tang 

and Xue in [9]. They first defined co-channel interference and presented a channel 

assignment algorithm that minimizes the co-channel interference while keeping the 
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resulting topology K-connected. They further presented flow allocation algorithms for a 

QoS request in the network topology. Subramanian et al. proposed a centralized and 

distributed channel assignment algorithm in [13] for minimum interference on Tabu 

search technique. These articles and other related work on channel assignment use omni-

directional antennas. 

Despite of vast amount of effort that has been published that exploits directional 

antennas and multiple radios, there is little work that considers them together.  Recently, 

architecture of multi-radio directional antennas called DMesh was proposed [14]. The 

authors assume that one radio of a node can communicate with only one other radio, this 

limits the communication with multiple nodes where there may be a need to 

communicate and cover several nodes in practice.  

Algorithms for maximizing the minimum link capacity by controlling network 

topology shall be a very useful and efficient approach. Also, a method to balance the 

network load and reduce traffic congestion might contribute to research in wireless 

communication. The combined approach of communication set by topology control, 

channel assignment and adaptive use of directional antenna beams and orientation is new 

in WiMAX network research. 

There hasn‘t been much work reported on Quality of Service in WiMAX 

networks. There has been some work related such as in [15], where the IEEE 802.16 QoS 

was simulated but mostly on Best Effort services with limited scope and scenarios. Our 

research includes simulation and detailed analysis of all the five service classes in varied 

conditions and scenarios. 
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To the best of my knowledge implementation of a WiMAX multi-hop scenario 

with a Relay station has not yet been reported. Similarly, the implementation of a Mobile 

Relay station and multi-hop handover has not been previously reported. Though the IEEE 

task group is coming up with a new IEEE 802.16j standard for a Mutlihop relay [7], the 

project was not completed during the time when our research was being carried out.   

The IEEE 802.16j relay task proposes two types of ‗relay‘ functionalities; 

transparent relay and non-transparent relay [16]. The non-transparent RS works as a BS 

sector and sends its own preamble and control headers. Also, each non-transparent RS 

can control and manages its data frame for communication. For a transparent RS it does 

not have its own preamble, FCH and MAP. It looks transparent to SSs and relays the SSs‘ 

data. The transparent RSs have to be centralized controlled by the Base station of the 

multihop network. The design and implementation of the WiMAX ‗relay‘ node model 

developed by our team behaves and works similar to the transparent RS. The approach 

and technique for developing the WiMAX ‗relay‘ node can be related to the idea of the 

transparent RS as defined by IEEE 802.16j relay task group. 

We believe that the implementation of all the above methods to provide solutions 

for various wireless network issues in a multi-hop scenario is the first of its kind in 

WiMAX and leads the way to advanced research in the field of 802.16 networks. 

The implementation of network initiated handover reported here is also believed 

to be unique in wireless networking. This should be a useful contribution to WiMAX 

communication for customized applications and future advancement in 802.16 

researches. 
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF WIMAX ‗RELAY‘ NODES AND 

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS IN OPNET 

 

This chapter details the design and implementation of a multi-interface node 

model customized in OPNET Modeler for simulating multi-hop WiMAX network 

scenarios. According to IEEE 802.16e, the latest specification of wireless broadband 

standard upon which this work was based, the WiMAX communication models, typically 

Base Stations (BSs) and Subscriber Stations (SSs) could be used only in a single-hop 

wireless scenario [2]. There was no functional feature available for implementing or 

simulating a multi-hop scenario for WiMAX communication. 

The chapter also discusses directional antennas and their modeling in OPNET. A 

directional antenna could be used to track a moving SS. Few special features relating to 

directional antennas were implemented in the OPNET library; the beamwidth of a 

directional antenna could be changed dynamically and adaptively during the data 

communication, especially in a mobile scenario. 

WiMAX Relay Station with Multiple Interfaces 

A SS has to directly associate with a BS for data communication, where the BS 

would have a backhaul link or server for providing service to its associated SSs. Each SS 

would be associated to a BS such that it can send and receive data on upstream and 

downstream channels respectively. The standard WiMAX models only communicate 

either as client or server machines and hence only one hop could be possible.  
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Figure 3.1 - The figure shows a Single-hop WiMAX network, Base Station and 

Subscriber Stations. 

 

To study several aspects and functionalities of WiMAX data communication over 

multi-hops, there has to be an intermediate node in the network which can carry the 

upstream or downstream data and passes it over the link to the destination or to another 

intermediate node. The introduction of such a node would not only extend the coverage 

and lower required signal power, but also provide better control and improvement in 

aspects like resource planning, traffic management, Quality of Service, and data 

processing.  
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Figure 3.2 - The figure of a wireless multi-hop (2 hop) network with ‗Relay' Stations. 

 

An intermediate node in the WiMAX scenario must to able to receive data from a 

source node and then transmit it to destination node (or to another intermediate node) 

over WiMAX links. According to the WiMAX (802.16 e) protocol, an SS radio can 

communicate with only a BS radio. In order to transmit data to an SS, this intermediate 

should posses the WiMAX BS functionality. Hence, the design of this intermediate needs 

to accommodate the functionalities of both SS and BS. 

The design of the Relay Station (RS) node had two WiMAX interfaces, with an 

SS radio for one interface and a BS radio for the other. The interface with a SS radio 

could be used to communicate with the BS radio of other node and the BS radio of the 

relay with SS radios. Both these interfaces should be operating on non-interfering 

frequencies [6], hence the BS-RS link and RS-SS link should be operating on different 

frequencies. 
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Figure 3.3 - The figure has a BS, 2 RSs and 4 SSs. The design of the relay node 

consists of BS and SS interfaces. 

 

These two interfaces of the Relay Station have separate MAC and ARP processes, 

integrated at the IP layer. At the MAC layer, one interface would assume the role of an 

SS and other of a BS. These two interfaces would be operated on different frequencies to 

avoid any co-channel interference. The two radios are independent of each other and 

could work as two separate WiMAX links. Hence, both can use different antennas and 
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other PHY profiles. The data received by either of the interfaces of an RS can also be 

stored and managed in a separate server at the relay through an Ethernet interface. 

In WiMAX, the relay node designed using OPNET Modeler [5], each interface has its 

own set of WiMAX parameters and IP address which can be set differently according to 

requirements of various applications and network tasks. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 - The figure shows the design of WiMAX relay node in OPNET Modeler. 
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WiMAX Mobile Relay Station 

The availability of the mobility parameters in a relay station is required to 

configure the RSs for mobile cases and to handle mobility issues such as handover. A 

new mobile relay station was designed to enable mobility in an RS and to implement a 

complete WiMAX multi-hop mobile scenario in OPNET. Using this new model, the 

mobile parameters such as home agent, foreign agent etc. could be configured and the 

RSs could be mobile and handle the handovers. This design introduces the functionality 

of multi-hop handover in a wireless network.  

 

Figure 3.5 - The figure shows mobility parameters of a WiMAX mobile relay in OPNET. 
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Directional Antenna Pattern in OPNET Modeler 

 

Directional antennas in OPNET are created using the antenna pattern editor. In 

the antenna pattern editor, the gain of an antenna can be controlled and altered to provide 

directionality. This also helps in creating an antenna with high gain only in a small 

directional sector and the remaining directions with low gain such that the antenna shows 

significant resistance to mainlobes and sidelobes in the directions other than the small 

high gain sector. 

The gain of an antenna is concentrated in a certain direction for a specific angle 

and beamwidth. The antenna can then be pointed towards its target nodes; this utilizes the 

gain of the antenna in the direction of communication. For a fixed power level, 

directional antennas provide more power in the direction of communication than an 

omni-directional antenna. [17]. Power utilization is improved by focusing gain in 

required direction only. This forms a relatively small directional sector with high gain 

where the data communication takes place and the remaining directions with low gain, 

where no intended communication takes place. 
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Figure 3.6 - The figure show a directional antenna pattern created with the OPNET   

antenna pattern editor [17]. 

 

These antennas also improve overall network efficiency and performance as any 

interference of data communication is avoided by not transmitting the signal in space all 

around when not required. This introduces the spatial degree of freedom in wireless 

communication. 

Pencil Beam Antenna Pattern or ‗Fan Type‘ Pattern: 

The directional antenna patterns can further exploit the concentration of gain to 

provide pencil beam or fan type beam. Unlike a directional sector, in a pencil beam 

antenna pattern the location of each of the target nodes is determined and the gain is 

focused accurately to each of them. This gives an antenna beam with a low gain values in 

between the peaks of high gain values, which are pointed to the targets. These narrow 
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high gain beams are used for communication and the utilization of the power is further 

increased. 

 

      Figure 3.7 - The figure shows a pencil beam antenna pattern [17]. 

 

However, the beam pointing has to be very accurate and is limited to very small 

relative movement of the set of the target nodes. Thus, this shall only be useful in a 

scenario where the movement of the Subscriber Stations is infrequent or slow. For any 

movement of nodes, where the directional antenna could no longer cover the target nodes 
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with the pencil beam antenna, re-calculation of location and re-creation of the beam 

needs to be done. 

Implementation of Directional Antennas by PHY Layer Coding in OPNET 

Pointing the directional antenna towards the target nodes required control at 

physical layer. In OPNET Modeler, there are certain files which have the physical layer 

implementations. One such file is ‗wimax_phy_support.ex.c‘, where we can control 

transmitter and packet sending implementations. The intended point of direction of the 

antenna beam can be specified here.  

There is an OPNET Modeler kernel function called ‗op_ima_obj_attr_get()‘, 

which can determine location of any entity in the network scenario, in latitude, longitude 

and altitude parameters. Hence, the locations of target nodes can be obtained using this 

function and then the appropriate target location angles can be calculated. After 

calculating and obtaining values for required parameters, function called 

‗op_ima_obj_attr_set()‘ is used to set the parameters. 
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Figure 3.8 - The figure shows the set of directional antennas which a transmitter    

of a node can choose from. 

 

So, using the location parameters the target location for the antenna beam is set in 

a function called ‗wimax_phy_mcarrier_pk_send()‘, where the transmitter is handled just 

before it sends out the packets with the help of function called ‗op_ima_obj_attr_set()‘ 

which is used to set several attributes.  

Now, this target location can be changed over period of time or for every packet 

that is sent through the transmitter. The dynamic selection of the beamwidth in use can be 
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made using the ‗op_ima_obj_attr_set()‘ function where at any point in time the 

beamwidth in use can be changed by setting the transmitter with an antenna with a 

different beamwidth. Hence, if during a simulation of data communication a WiMAX 

relay station needs to accommodate few more new SS nodes or relinquish service to some 

of the existing ones, then it extends the coverage angle accordingly and chooses a 

different antenna beam. 

The directional antenna could be made adaptive in a scenario where the antenna 

beam and its target location both change frequently. In a mobile scenario, where the SS 

nodes move either in specified trajectories or randomly, it is desirable that the antenna (of 

RSs and SSs) be adjusted according to the movement of these mobile SSs. Since, the 

trajectory of each node is not predetermined this frequent change in antenna beam and 

targeting needs to be adaptive. 

 

Figure 3.9 - The figure shows code implementation in a PHY layer code file in OPNET. 

 

The current location of each node in the network is determined and then the 

proper antenna beamwidth required by the RSs to cover the SSs is calculated and the 

appropriate target location is obtained. Then using the OPNET kernel functions [5] these 

parameters of transmitter are set accordingly every time a packet is sent. There can be a 

relaxed periodic implementation in this procedure if the mobility of the scenario is low 

and changes in antenna beam are required less frequently. 
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TOPOLOGY CONTROL ALGORITHMS 

This chapter introduces the need and idea of the topology control algorithms and 

then discusses their details. In the end it shows their effectiveness and compares various 

results. 

Need and Importance of the Algorithms 

In a standard WiMAX network, an SS associates to a BS depending on the 

distance between its SS radio and the target BS radio [2], [5]. It chooses the BS whose 

radio is closest to its SS radio. Typically, the closer a BS is to an SS, more appropriate 

and probable is their association.   

Similar is the association rule in a multi-hop scenario, where there are customized 

relay stations which have two WiMAX radios, a BS radio and an SS radio. Here, the SS 

radio of an RS (Relay Station) associates to nearest BS and the BS radio of the RS 

associates to the SSs for whom it is the closest BS radio. 

Now, in the above standard scenarios all the nodes use omni-directional antennas. 

But in certain scenarios, directional antennas are used to improve the gain and thus in 

many ways the efficiency of the network.   

In such scenarios, where there are directional antennas, it is not always certain 

that all the SSs would be able to communicate with their closest RSs and moreover, the 

association and thus communication in the network is dependent and limited to the 

beamwidth of the directional antenna. 
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Figure 4.1 - In the above figure SS_3 cannot be associated to Relay_1 even though it is 

closer to it due to limited beamwidth of the antenna. 

 

Now, there is a need for a new method following which the coverage and 

association of every SS can be ensured. Thus, a method should be able to assert the 

topology of the network in a scenario with directional antennas. 

 While this can be done in several ways, the two topology control algorithms 

consider an effective way to achieve this where the goal is not just to associate the SSs 

and RSs but also to associate them in best possible way such that the overall network 

efficiency can be maximized. 
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Basic Idea of the Algorithms 

In a scenario with directional antennas there is a deviation from the standard way 

of associating an SS and an RS, which was based on the distance between the nodes. A 

new method need not consider just the distance as the criterion and it must be different 

from being distance based as it may leave SSs not being able to communicate to the 

nearest RS with a directional antenna. 

Since, the new method is not bound to a distance based criterion, there is 

opportunity for considering a new criteria set whose objective is to improve the overall 

network efficiency like increasing the end-to-end throughput, reducing the network delay 

or minimizing the interference traffic, while obtaining the SS-RS assignment which is 

feasible.  

Here, the objective of these two topology control algorithms is to try to maximize 

the minimum data rate in a given network while making sure all the SSs can be covered 

and can communicated with one of the RSs. 

These two algorithms are appropriate to use when all the SSs have constant data 

rate and have equal opportunities and needs. For example, in a network with randomly 

placed wireless sensor nodes (SSs) which send the primary information to their superior 

nodes such as intermediate data storage nodes (RSs) which can collect and collate 

information and submit data to the main data storage node (BS), all the wireless sensor 

nodes (SSs) are homogenous and have same job responsibility, have equal priority and 
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requirements and need equal opportunity. Hence, achieving fairness and maximizing the 

consistency in their data rates is warranted and required. 

Formulation of Objective Function 

Formulation of link capacity, which is the objective function for these algorithms, 

is as follows [18]: 

Link capacity = k/ (POW (d, n) * θ); 

 where,  n= 2, 4. 

*Since, there are directional antennas; the data rate of a link depends on the beamwidth 

of the antenna in use and the distance between the nodes. If the beamwidth is flexible and 

variable, each RS can offer a different data rate. 

Topology Control Algorithm-1 

The assignment problem of obtaining an SS-RS assignment with minimum data 

rate of the network being maximized where each SS has more than one RS to choose with 

an RS beamwidth limitation and any possible beamwidth orientation such that every SS 

node is covered by an RS is a NP problem.  

This is a linear greedy algorithm, where it assigns one by one each SS to an RS. 

The constraints for this algorithm are the fixed beamwidth of the directional antenna and 

maximum length allowed for a communication link. Satisfying these constraints the 

algorithm assigns each SS one of the RSs it can possibly communicate to, where together 

the final beamwidth orientations of the all RSs would cover all the SSs, such that the 

minimum data rate of the given network can be maximized. 
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Inputs for the Algorithm 

Following are the inputs for this algorithm: 

 Location of each SS and RS node. The whole scenario and placement of nodes 

can be taken into a co-ordinate system. 

 Maximum allowed length of a communication link, say ‗d_max‘.  This is a 

constraint which limits the minimum data rate that the network can have. 

 The beamwidth angle of the directional antenna the RSs use, say ‗θ‘. 

 The values for calculation constants. 

This algorithm works in steps, where in each step an SS that has to be associated to an 

RS is chosen determined by the its corresponding link capacity. It is the link capacity 

which determines the data rate of that link; hence by ensuring certain link capacity over a 

link for a node we provide the node with a value of achievable data rate. 

First, a candidate RS set is generated for each SS in the network scenario using the input 

value of maximum allowed length of communication, d_max. In each SS‘s candidate set, 

an RS is included if the distance between the SS and that RS is less than or equal to the 

value of d_max.  

Now, if any SS has only one candidate RS, then it is associated to that RS, as 

there is no other RS available for that SS. If there is no candidate RS, then the assignment 

problem cannot be solved for all those SSs and they have to be ignored for the algorithm. 

Ideally, this situation may be avoided by providing valid inputs and considering scenarios 

with at least one feasible assignment solution. 
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Then, at each step, for every SS node which is unassigned so far an RS selected 

and link capacity with the corresponding RS is determined. The RS which offers 

maximum link capacity to the SS among the other candidate RSs is selected. Here, a link 

capacity is valid only if the RS can cover the SS with its directional antenna with 

beamwidth of ‗θ‘. When an RS has at least one SS associated to it, its orientation is 

limited to a value of ‗θ‘ or less. Hence, an SS cannot consider an RS if none of its current 

possible orientations can accommodate it. 

When the current maximum possible link capacity for each unassigned SS is 

determined, the SS with least value of link capacity is selected since it is the ‗bottleneck‘ 

node and it is associated with the corresponding RS. The association of this ‗bottleneck‘ 

node ensures that this node gets its maximum possible link capacity, where other SSs can 

still possibly have better link capacities than this ‗bottleneck‘ link capacity. Here, the 

constraint of coverage is satisfied as only valid link capacities are considered. 

This procedure is used repeatedly, where at each step a ‗bottleneck‘ node is 

selected and assigned to an RS; till there are no more unassigned SS are left. 
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Figure 4.2 - In this figure, there are 2 RSs and 5 SSs and beamwidth of each RS antenna 

is set to 40 degrees. Here, SS_1 and SS_5 both cannot be together associated to Relay_1 

though it is the nearest ‗relay‘ due to the antenna beamwidth constraint. 
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Figure 4.3 - This figure shows the assigning of the SSs to their respective RSs after the 

assignment solution obtained by applying algorithm1; this assignment not only covers all 

the SSs but also maximizes the minimum link capacity of the given network. 

 

Topology Control Algorithm-2 

This algorithm focuses on improving the efficiency of the network by altering the 

current SS-RS assignment of a scenario. The method uses a local search based algorithm 

which always starts with the given feasible SS-RS assignment for the whole network and 

tries to improve it by re-assigning some SSs. The current assignment solution could have 

been given by any algorithm.  For example, the greedy algorithm in the previous section 

can be executed to find out an initial solution at the very beginning. 
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Input for this algorithm is a feasible SS-RS assignment. The input values of 

parameters that were used for finding the initial assignment are retained for this algorithm 

as well. Since, this algorithm just alters the existing assignment; all the parameter values 

and constraints of the network scenario should be consistent throughout. 

In each step, the algorithm selects the SS with current minimum link capacity and 

tries to assign it to one of the other candidate RSs such that the minimum link capacity in 

the whole network can be improved. It considers the next candidate RS which the SS 

hasn‘t tried to associate yet and checks if associating with this RS improves the minimum 

link capacity of the network. If none of the remaining candidate RSs could improve the 

minimum link capacity, then the algorithm stops, concluding that no better assignment 

was found.  

If any of the candidate RSs yield improvement, then, the association with this RS 

is considered as a part of potential new solution. Then, it is checked if this new 

assignment still allows the new orientation of the directional antenna of the RS to cover 

all of the previously associated SSs. If yes again, the algorithm has found a better feasible 

solution. If no, we have to find a proper RS assignment for each of the SSs which would 

no more be covered by this RS, before validating that new assignment. While assigning a 

new RS to all of these SSs which would be left uncovered by the alteration of RS‘s 

antenna orientation, the improvement of minimum link capacity of the network is still a 

constraint. So, the RS assignment task for each of these SSs is the same as the task of 

assigning the SS with minimum link capacity, when the algorithm started.  
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If any of the SSs which were needed to get assigned to an alternate RS to validate 

all the preceding potential assignments run out of its candidate RSs and still hasn‘t found 

a valid assignment that improves the minimum link capacity of the network, the 

algorithm stops, having failed to give any better feasible solution for the given scenario. 

If all the SSs which were needed to get assigned to an alternate RS to validate all the 

preceding potential assignments get assigned to an RS improving the current minimum 

link capacity, a new better feasible solution is found. This new SS-RS assignment is 

applied to the network and again, the SS with current minimum link capacity is selected 

and a new assignment is tried to obtain a new minimum link capacity of the network that 

is better. This process is repeated until there is no more significant improvement or the 

algorithm stops, failing to give a better assignment. 

Comparison Between Algorithm-1 and Algorithm-2 

The two topology control algorithms try to maximize the minimum link capacity 

of the network while approaching in different ways. The first algorithm tries to find an 

SS-RS scheduling assignment in a linear greedy way, while the second algorithm needs 

an existing SS-RS assignment schedule to start with for altering the assignment and 

improving the existing minimum link capacity.  

The first algorithm works in a linear way and is a polynomial time algorithm in 

the order of ‗n‘, the number of SSs present in the network. The second algorithm is based 

on the idea of an exhaustive search technique and tries to optimize the solution 

exponentially, but the algorithm is implemented using an appropriate constant value to 

limit the search to the product of number of RSs and number of SSs in the network. 
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Applying Topology Control Algorithms to an Example Network Scenario 

An example scenario is shown in figure below, where algorithm-1 is used and 

after that algorithm-2 is used. This example shows how using algorithm-1 provides a 

feasible solution and then application of algorithm-2 further improves the objective of 

maximizing the minimum link capacity.  

 

 

        Figure 4.4 - an example scenario with 8 SSs and 3 RSs. 
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Figure 4.5 - shows the SS-RS assignment schedule obtained by implementing    

algorithm-1. 

 

The minimum link capacity for this network topology is 7Mbps, using a 

directional antenna beamwidth of 40 degrees. 
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Figure 4.6 - shows the SS-RS assignment schedule obtained after implementing     

algorithm-2, when algorithm-1 is already used for providing an initial schedule as 

shown in previous figure. 

 

This figure shows that this SS-RS assignment schedule has improved minimum 

link capacity due to application of algorithm-2. The minimum link capacity for this 

network topology is 8Mbps, using a directional antenna beamwidth of 40 degrees. 
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QOS IN WIMAX MULTI-HOP NETWORKS 

The Quality of Service features in WIMAX stand out relative to existing wireless 

communication technologies. QoS in IEEE 802.16e is supported by allocating each 

connection between the SS and the BS (called a service flow) to a specific class of QoS. 

There are 5 QoS classes to which a service flow can be categorized. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 - The figure above briefly explains different 802.16e-2005 QoS classes. 

 

In this section, these different QoS classes are tested and analyzed in WiMAX 

multi-hop scenarios using OPNET. This work has not been reported elsewhere to the bet 

of our knowledge. Hence, the detailed study and analysis of the QoS classes and their 

behavior, implementations shall be useful for planning to achieve QoS in various 

applications and networks. 
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The issues and parameters like network size, number of hops, network resources, 

gain and directivity of antennas and devices being used, traffic demand, channel 

bandwidth, frame division and coding techniques will have significant effect on the 

overall system performance. A comprehensive simulation study is conducted by setting 

these parameters appropriately and to different values to examine the effects for typical 

network scenarios. General settings for the simulations are given in the table below. 

 

Table 5.1 – General settings for simulations. 

Region Size 5 Km X 5 Km  

Frequency  5.73 GHz to 5.87 GHz 

Channel bandwidth 10MHz 

Antenna beamwidth 40 degree 

Antenna gain 15dBi 

Simulation duration  10min 

 

The simulation is carried out on two scenarios of different sizes, a small scenario 

with 1 BS, 1 or 2 RSs and 3 SSs and a larger scenario with 1 BS, 6 RSs and 30 SSs. 

For each scenario, the WiMAX data frame is divided in two ways: 

 75% downlink and 25% uplink 

 25% downlink and 75% uplink     

These two division options of splitting a WiMAX data frame into downlink and 

uplink are considered as they create and represent two different network situations and 
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applications. By considering these two division ratios we can bring in the influence of 

resource domination by upstream and downstream separately and thus can study their 

effects.  

In a scenario, all the links follows the same setting and configuration for making the 

performance analysis simple yet comprehensive. However, for in practical applications, 

we could have different setting and configuration for each link and node in order to 

maximize the efficiency of the system. But while simulating a network in providing and 

considering various conditions as different and extreme as possible would make it 

appropriate and more comprehensive to study and research. 

In these scenarios, the behavior of QoS classes is observed by comparing the results 

where specified QoS classes were used with the scenario where all the traffic was 

managed on Best Effort basis. For studying how each of the QoS classes behave, a large 

number of simulations were conducted, by using each QoS class separately and with 

others, including all possible combinations and network conditions. 

The basic general behavior is shown in the scenarios that are presented in this section. 

In some of the scenarios, three different types of QoS classes were used together in a 

network for equal numbers of nodes, to study their prioritized behavior as these QoS 

classes co-exist and compete with one another. 

Here, in scenarios where there are more than one RS, each RS would be operating in 

a frequency channel different to one another while communicating with SSs nodes. This 

configuration is considered to provide enough resources for the RSs and to eliminate any 

co-channel interference among them. 
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Before running these simulations, the network connection set up as was obtained by 

using topology control algorithm-1 and topology control algorithm-2. The SS-RS 

assignment was obtained by using these algorithms, in order to better arrange the SSs for 

achieving network with good link capacity for each of the SSs. Also, directional antenna 

beamwidth is 40 degrees and orientation is properly set towards the target nodes. 

 

Simulations with Small Network Size 

 

 

 Figure 5.2 - show the small scenario used for the simulation with 1 BS, 2 RSs and 3 SSs. 
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Scenario 1:  All Service Flows with Default Type (Best Effort, 75% Downlink) 

 

Table 5.2 – Scenario-1 settings. 

Network size 1 BS, 2RSs and 3SSs   

Service type  Best effort 

Total Downlink traffic 

demand 

28Mbps 

Total Uplink traffic 

demand 

3.5 Mbps 

Frame division 75% downlink, 25% uplink 

 

The graph below shows the simulation result for downlink traffic. 

Traffic sent by BS          Total traffic sent by all RSs      Total traffic received by all SSs 

 

 Figure 5.3 – Downlink graphs for scenario-1 
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The graph below shows the simulation result for uplink traffic. 

Total traffic sent by all SSs        Total traffic received by all RSs   raffic received by BS     

 

Figure 5.4 – Uplink graphs for scenario-1 

Scenario 2:  All Service Flows withDefault Type (Best Effort, 75% Uplink) 

 

Table 5.3 – Scenario-2 settings. 

Network size 1 BS, 2RSs and 3SSs   

Service type  Best effort 

Total Downlink traffic 

demand 

3.5Mbps 

Total Uplink traffic 

demand 

28Mbps 

Frame division 25% downlink, 75% uplink 
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The graph below shows the simulation result for downlink traffic. 

Traffic sent by BS        Total traffic sent by all RSs           Total traffic received by all SSs 

 

Figure 5.5 - Downlink graphs scenario-2 

 

The graph below shows the simulation result for uplink traffic. 

Total traffic sent by all SSs     Total traffic received by all RSs      Traffic received by BS     

 

Figure 5.6 - Uplink graphs scenario-2 
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Figure 5.7 - The figure show the small scenario used for simulations with 1 RS, 3 SSs. 
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Scenario 3: Service Flows with QoS Types: UGS, rtPS, BE (25% Downlink) 

 

Table 5.4 – Scenario-3 settings. 

Network size 1 BS, 1RS and 3SSs   

Service type  UGS/rtPS/Best effort 

Uplink traffic demand 9.33/9.33/9.33Mbps 

Frame division 25% downlink, 75% uplink 

 

Bandwidth for UGS, rtPS, BE traffic 

 

                  Figure 5.8 - QoS graphs scenario-3 
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Total traffic received by RS is shown in below graph. 

 

 

          Figure 5.9 – Relay receive graph scenario-3 
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Scenario 4: Service Flows with QoS Types: UGS, rtPS, BE (25% Uplink) 

 

 

Table 5.5 – Scenario-4 settings. 

Network size 1 BS, 1RS and 3SSs   

Service type  UGS/rtPS/BE 

Uplink traffic demand 5/5/5 Mbps 

Frame division 75% downlink, 25% uplink 

 

Bandwidth for UGS, rtPS, BE traffic respectively is shown in figure below. 

 

                  Figure 5.10 - QoS graphs scenario-4 
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Total traffic received by RS is shown in the grapg below. 

 

 

    Figure 5.11 – Relay receive graph scenario-4 
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Simulation with Large Network Size 

 

 

Figure 5.12 - shows a larger network with 1 BS, 6 RSs and 30 SSs and their association 

when 40 degree directional antenna beams are used. 
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Scenario 5: Large Network with Default Type (Best Effort, 75% Downlink) 

 

Table 5.6 – Simulation setting for scenario-5 

Network size 1 BS, 6RSs and 30SSs   

Service type  Best effort 

Downlink traffic demand 28Mbps 

Uplink traffic demand 3.5 Mbps 

Frame division 75% downlink, 25% uplink 

 

The graph below shows the simulation result for downlink traffic. 

Traffic sent by BS          Total traffic sent by all RSs         Total traffic received by all SSs 

 

 Figure 5.13 – Downlink graph scenario-5 
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The graph below shows the simulation result for uplink traffic. 

Total traffic sent by all SSs       Total traffic received by all RSs    Traffic received by BS     

 

 

 Figure 5.14 – Uplink graph scenario-5 

 

Scenario 6: Large Network with Default Type (Best Effort, 75% Uplink) 

 

Table 5.7 – Simulation setting for scenario-6 

Network size 1 BS, 6RSs and 30SSs 

Service type  BE 

Downlink traffic demand 3.5Mbps 

Uplink traffic demand 28Mbps 

Frame division 25% downlink, 75% uplink 
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The graph below shows the simulation result for downlink traffic. 

Traffic sent by BS          Total traffic sent by all RSs         Total traffic received by all SSs 

 

  Figure 5.15 – Downlink graph scenario-6 

 

The graph below shows the simulation result for uplink traffic. 

Total traffic sent by all SSs     Total traffic received by all RSs      Traffic received by BS     

 

 Figure 5.16 – Downlink graph scenario-6 
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Scenario 7: Large Network with QoS Types: UGS, rtPS, BE (25% Downlink) 

 

 

Table 5.8 – Simulation settings for scenario-7 

Network size 1 BS, 6RSs and 30SSs 

Service type  UGS/rtPS/BE 

Uplink traffic demand 9.33/9.33/9.33Mbps 

Frame division 25% downlink, 75% uplink 

 

 

Bandwidth for UGS                      Bandwidth for rtPS              Bandwidth for Best Effort  

 

 

 Figure 5.17 – QoS graphs scenario-7 
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Total traffic sent by all SSs (UGS, rtPS, BE)            Total traffic received by all RSs 

 

 Figure 5.18 – Traffic sent by SS vs traffic received by RS, scenario-7 

 

Scenario 8: Large Network with QoS Types: UGS, rtPS, BE (25% Uplink) 

 

Table 5.9 – Simulation settings for scenario-8 

Network size 1 BS, 6RSs and 30SSs 

Service type  UGS/rtPS/BE 

Uplink traffic demand 5/5/5Mbps 

Frame division 75% downlink, 25% uplink 
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Bandwidth for UGS traffic        Bandwidth for rtPS traffic         Bandwidth for BE traffic 

 

  Figure 5.19 – QoS traffic graphs scenario-8 

 

Total traffic sent by all SSs (UGS, rtPS, BE)            Total traffic received by all RSs 

 

  Figure 5.20 – Traffic sent by SS vs traffic received by RS, scenario-8 
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Observation from the Simulation Results 

 The following observations were made from the results obtained from simulation   of 

network communication in small and lagre scenarios: 

In small network scenarios with only best effort traffic (Scenarios 1-2), for downlink 

traffic, we found the total traffic received at all the SSs is almost same as the traffic sent 

by the BS, throughput is about 93% (value obtained from graphs) over a 2-hop wireless 

network. 

 Therefore, we conclude that using our algorithm and the smart antennas system, the 

WiMAX network can efficiently deliver all the packets without significant packet loss, 

overall packet loss is about 7% (value obtained from graphs) over a 2-hop network. For 

the uplink traffic also we can see similar behavior in the network. 

Note that we set the total uplink traffic demand to 28Mbps since we found this is the 

maximum achievable link data rate of the BS-RS link (Be advised that all the end-to-end 

connections need to share the wireless link in the first hop). In addition, the uplink traffic 

demand is only 1/8 of downlink traffic demand. According to statistics, in the current 

Internet, the total uploading traffic load is 1/8 of the downloading traffic load; hence by 

employing this ratio of uplink and downlink traffic load in our scenarios we can closely 

associate the observed behavior to real world Internet traffic. 

In large network scenarios with only best effort traffic (Scenarios 5-6), similar 

observations can be made. In the corresponding network topology figures, the red lines 

show the RS assignment. Note that in these scenarios, we have 6 RSs and 30 SSs; 
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however, the total traffic load remains the same as in scenarios 1-2.  This is because the 

first hop forms the bottleneck and the total downlink throughput cannot go beyond 

28Mbps no matter how many nodes you have in the network. 

We also evaluated the WiMAX MAC protocol and our topology control algorithms in 

terms of QoS provisioning in the simulation. 

 For small network scenarios (scenarios 3-4), for fair comparison, we only include 

one RS and three SSs, each of which generate traffic of a specific type. So, we have one 

SS using UGS flows, one SS using rtPS flows and remaining SS using Best effort service 

flow.  

We found that if there are enough resources (scenario 3), i.e., 75% of frame time is 

allocated for uplink, each SS obtains enough bandwidth to deliver all its packets no 

matter which type of traffic it generates. It is noticed that both rtPS and BE traffic obtain 

a bandwidth of 9.3Mbps that is equal to their respective demands, however, the 

bandwidth given for the traffic with highest priority, UGS, is only about 5Mbps. This is 

because the OPNET Modeler traffic scheduler sets an upper bound for UGS bandwidth 

per node to 5Mbps. 

 However, in a scenario where there are not sufficient resources (scenario 4), i.e., only 

25% of frame time is allocated for uplink, traffic with higher priorities (UGS, rtPS) 

obtains much higher bandwidth than lower priority traffic (BE), specifically, 5Mbps 

versus 1.2Mbps. The results match our expectation.  In the corresponding large network 
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scenarios (scenarios 7-8), we randomly divide 30 SSs into three groups, each of which 

generated a common type of traffic.  

Therefore, 10 SSs generated UGS traffic, 10 SSs generated rtPS traffic and all the 

others generated BE traffic.  In terms of bandwidth allocation, we can make similar 

observations. However, we notice that in scenario 7, even UGS traffic obtains a 

bandwidth of 9.33Mbps (>5Mbps) because multiple RSs were used for packet forwarding 

and each of them was given a different frequency channel for operation.  

These scenario results and observations provide detailed analysis of the behavior of 

WiMAX nodes in multi-hop scenarios and significant information about QoS of a 

network with ‗relay‘ station, exploring the possible implementation and functionality of 

resource allocation mechanisms in WiMAX communication in multi-hop networks. 

 We tested both topology control algorithms in large network scenarios; we found that 

they give slightly different RS assignments. However, in terms of network throughput, 

both of them lead to very similar results as they provide almost same assignments. The 

results presented are of a network topology with an RS assignment which was obtained 

after applying the algorithm-2. 
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A TREE TOPOLOGY BASED INTERFERENCE AWARE CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT 

ALGORITHM USING DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA FOR BALANCING THE 

NETWORK LOAD 

 

The efficiency of every network is not determined only by parameters such as 

throughput or link capacity, but is dependent on the requirement and purposes of the 

network. In the wireless scenarios discussed in previous chapters the emphasis is on 

increasing the throughput of every node by maximizing the link capacity of each node. 

The SS-RS assignment is purely based on maximizing the minimum link capacity of the 

network, for a given beamwidth of the RS antenna. 

This approach however doesn‘t take into consideration issues like interference, 

network load balance, traffic congestion and network stability. There may be certain 

wireless networks which are deployed to address the above issues seriously. Taking care 

of these issues would improve overall network performance like improving throughput 

and reducing the packet delay. 

When the behavior and demands of all the nodes is known and similar to each 

other, then there needs to be an optimal and fair approach, while trying to minimize the 

effect of obvious problems like interference, resource allocation and network load 

balance and reduce traffic congestion.  

System Model 

• WiMAX multi-hop network scenario with ‗relay‘ stations.  

• Network has low mobility and the relative positions of the nodes in the network 

remains constant (almost) or changes infrequently. 
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• The SS nodes in the scenario are generally distributed in a dense and uniform 

way, where most SS radios can choose to associate to more than one BS radio. 

This scenario typifies sensor nodes floating in a sea with many ships within its 

communication range. 

• BS selects and grants the SS nodes association for communication. 

• The traffic demand pattern is constant and all the SS nodes have almost equal 

demands. 

• The uplink to downlink demand ratio is 3:1 

• BS and SS are end-to-end entities (end-points of a service link)   

• Root node of the tree structure would be the BS which should be 

accessible to its client SSs directly or via relay nodes. 

• A relay node can be accessed by an SS 

• Each relay node is assumed to have two directional radio: 

• 1 BS radio 

• 1 SS radio 

• Two BS radios and two SS radios can‘t communicate with each other. 

• Each node uses the best possible antenna orientation pointing towards its parent 

and set of children.  
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• The antenna beamwidth of all radios may differ. 

• The nodes should use the same channel for communication as assigned by its 

parent. 

• If the network topology changes, the entire procedure can be re-run for the newly 

configured network. 

Problem Definition 

• Given a wireless network(WiMAX) scenario,  

– A static tree topology is constructed such that every node in the network 

has a path to the root (BS) directly or via relay nodes. 

– Traffic load is balanced among the nodes in the network for given traffic 

demands, to control the traffic congestion at each hop. 

– Channels are assigned to each node for communication to minimize the 

co-channel interference and the antenna orientation and beamwidth is set 

for each node such that the interference traffic is minimized while 

achieving the maximum end-to-end throughput. 
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Algorithms and Protocols 

BFS Based Tree Construction Algorithm: 

 Base station is inserted in a queue and is checked. 

 It becomes the PARENT of a neighbor node, if that neighbor node is within the 

‗fixed allowed range‘ and is not yet marked (has no PARENT yet). 

 If the CHILD node is a SS, just mark it.  

 All relay nodes are pushed into the queue and are further popped out for finding 

its neighbors. 

 We do this until the queue is empty. (That is, all the nodes reachable by distance 

of ‗range‘ are marked) 

 If any node is left unmarked, associate with the nearest BS radio. (This might be 

out of the ‗fixed range‘ from all the BS_radios). 

Time complexity of this is O (|E| + |V|). 

Bottom-Up Hop-wise Node Balancing Method (BHNB): 

This method is used to make the final assignment of parent to child nodes. Each node 

is assumed to have similar traffic demands, so equally distributing the nodes to each 

parent would ensure the balancing of traffic load. 
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For a child node, we consider the switching of its parent within the same hop-level, 

such that it doesn‘t select a parent from different hop-level in the tree. This is to ensure 

the consistency in the number of hops for each node. 

At each hop, 

 We find out the number of CHILD_NODES and number of PARENT_NODES. 

 We maintain variables called CP_ceil and CP_floor. 

 CP_ceil = ceil(number of CHILD_NODES / number of PARENT_NODES) 

 CP_floor = floor(number of CHILD_NODES / number of PARENT_NODES) 

 If any parent has a total number of child nodes greater than CP_ceil, then we try 

to assign the extra child nodes (total children – CP_floor) to some other parent. 

 This switching can be done only if the new parent can offer ‗connectivity_value‘ 

of at least 75% of the previously associated BS.  The ‗connectivity_value‘ can be 

any parameter like signal strength. 

 Since we have assigned few SS nodes to a new parent, this new parent shall also 

check if the total number of child nodes is greater than CP_ceil. 

 We keep track of a node‘s previous parent, such that it doesn‘t again associate 

with the previous parent. 

This is repeated at each hop, from bottom to up till the root node is reached. 

Time complexity of this is O (n* n * logn). 
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Interference aware Least Used channel allocation method (IALU): 

First, we sequentially assign all of the ‗M‘ available channels from the frequency 

spectrum, until the ‗M‘ links are exhausted. 

Then for the link in question, select a channel, which would already in use for at least one 

link, we consider the following criteria in order: 

 Select a set of channels whose cone of interference [14] doesn‘t overlap with the 

current links 

 From that set select a channel which is Least Used among the set 

 If the cones overlap, then select a set of channel with less overlap area among the 

others 

 Select a channel whose traffic load is minimized in the set, hence reducing 

the interference traffic. 

OPNET Modeler Implementation 

• Simulations of these algorithms done with OPNET Modeler 14.5 software, 

includes standard and customized models for SS, BS and relay nodes. 

• WiMAX multi-hop relay network scenario, covering an area of 2 km X 2 km. 

• Traffic demands for every node are considered the same. 
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• Settings for the simulations is as follows: 

 

          Figure 6.1 – Simulation settings and parameter values. 
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Simulation Results and Observations 

For the small scenario-A, we got the following results. 

 

 Figure 6.2 - shows a small multi-hop scenario with 1 BS, 3 RSs and 5 SSs. 
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The Total Throughput of BS without implementing the proposed algorithm. 

This scenario follows the general approach of the 802.16 e standard. 

 

          Figure 6.3 – Total Throughput (BS) without proposed algotihms  

 

The above figure shows a graph of total BS throughput when the network 

simulation was run for a period of 15 minutes. Here, the network parameters were set and 

configured as per the 802.16e standard. The SS and RS resource scheduling was done 

based on distance (nearest) between the radios and no node balancing method was 
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employed for constructing the topology. Also, no channel assignment algorithm was used 

and all the links were operating on same frequency channel. All the radio antennas were 

omni-directional. In this case, the value of total BS throughput over a period of 15 

minutes is about 510Mb. 

The Total Throughput of BS after implementation of BFS+BHNB and IALU 

methods with directional antennas. 

 

          Figure 6.4 – Total Throughput (BS) after implementing proposed algotihms  
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The above figure shows a graph of total BS throughput when the network 

simulation was run for a period of 15 minutes. Here, the network parameters were set and 

configured after implementing BFS based tree construction algorithm and our proposed 

BHNB algorithm for constructing the network topology.  

In this case the number of nodes at each level was balanced and since we have 

equal traffic demand for each SS node, the traffic load was balanced. This provided a 

more stable and balanced topology contributing to better performance (higher throughput 

as we can see). 

 Also, our proposed IALU algorithm was used for channel assignment, for 

providing more resources and reducing the co-channel interference. All the antennas used 

were directional antennas. 

In this case, the value of total BS throughput over a period of 15 minutes is more 

than 540Mb. So, in this small network using our proposed algorithms and approach the 

total BS throughput was improved by about 30Mb in network communication simulated 

over a period of 15 minutes. 
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The Total Delay without implementing the proposed algorithm. This scenario 

follows the general approach of 802.16 e standard. 

 

 

Figure 6.5 – Total Delay (average) without implementing proposed algotihms  

 

The above figure shows a graph of total network delay (average) when the 

network simulation was run for a period of 15 minutes. Here, the network parameters 

were set and configured as per the 802.16e standard. In this case, the network delay 

ranges from 18ms to 20 ms. 
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The Total Delay after implementation of BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with 

directional antennas. 

 

 

Figure 6.6 – Total Delay (average) after implementing proposed algotihms  

 

The above figure shows a graph of total BS throughput when the network 

simulation was run for a period of 15 minutes. Here, the network parameters were set and 

configured after implementing BFS based tree construction algorithm and our proposed 

BHNB algorithm for constructing the network topology, along with IALU algorithm 

using directional antennas. 
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In this case, the network delay is less than 16.5ms on an average which is less 

than delay of 19ms on average when standard (802.16e) approach and configuration was 

used. 

The Instantaneous Throughput of BS without implementing the proposed 

algorithm. This scenario follows the general approach of 802.16 e standard. 

 

Figure 6.7 – Instantameous Throughput (BS) without implementing proposed algotihms  

 

The instantaneous throughput of the BS is about 5.7 Mbps with the 802.16e 

standard approach, not using the proposed algorithms and methods. 
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The Instantaneous Throughput of BS after implementation of BFS+BHNB and 

IALU methods with directional antennas. 

 

 

Figure 6.8 – Instantameous Throughput (BS) after implementing proposed algotihms  

 

The instantaneous throughput of the BS is about 6.1 Mbps after implementing the 

proposed BFS based tree construction and BHNB algorithms and using IALU algorithm 

with directional antennas. There is a gain of about 0.4 Mbps in BS throughput for a same 

given traffic demand value. 
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For the bigger scenario-B, we go the following results. 

 

  Figure 6.9 - shows a larger scenario with 1 BS, 7 RSs and 15 SSs. 

 

The efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed BFS based tree construction 

algorithm and BHNB algorithm is more evident in larger scenarios where there are 

several hops and nodes at each hop. In the above scenario where we have about 7 RSs 
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and 15 SSs, the implementation of the proposed algorithms shall yield much different and 

efficient network topology. In the figure below we have a 5-hop service link from BS to 

an SS. The node SS_wks_15 need 5 hops to reach the BS. There are several such 5-hops 

links in the network when only 802.16e standard approach is used for resource allocation 

and topology constructions.  

 

Figure 6.10 - shows a service link in the topology construction for the given scenario 

using standard approach (connecting to nearest radio). 
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In the below figure, service links for the same node as in the above figure are 

shown. Our proposed BFS based topology construction algorithm was implemented, now 

node SS_wks_15 can reach the BS in 3 hops. 

 

 

Figure 6.11 - shows the service links (for same nodes as in Fig. 6.9) in the network 

topology for the given scenario using BFS based tree construction algorithm. 
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The effect of BFS based tree construction algorithm is that the number of hops in 

the network is reduced:  

 The number of nodes with 5 hops = 0; previous value (with 802.16e standard 

approach) = 3. 

 The number of nodes with 4 hops = 0; previous value (with 802.16e standard 

approach) = 4. 

In the figure below we can see that there are 5 child node for Relay_2 and 4 child 

nodes for Relay_5. Here, BHNB algorithm for node balancing is not implemented. 

 

Figure 6.12 – Resource allocation schedule for Relay_2 and Relay_5 without 

implementing BHNB algorithm. 
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In the figure below we can see that there are 3 child node for Relay_2 and 3 child 

nodes for Relay_5. Here, BHNB algorithm for node balancing is implemented and hence 

at each hop number of child nodes is tried to be distributed evenly to the parent nodes 

giving a more stable and balanced network topology. 

 

 

Figure 6.13 – Resource allocation schedule for Relay_2 and Relay_5 after implementing 

BHNB algorithm. 
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The effect of BHNB algorithm for balancing the network load on the large 

network scenario is as follows: 

 BHNB minimizes the maximum number of child nodes of a parent in the network 

from 5 to 3.   

 At each hop the number of child nodes and balanced. 

At hop 2: 

• Relay_1  has 2 child nodes; previous value (without implementing BHNB) = 2  

• Relay_2  has 3 child nodes; previous value (without implementing BHNB) = 5 

• Relay_3  has 3 child nodes; previous value (without implementing BHNB) = 3  

• Relay_4  has 3 child nodes; previous value (without implementing BHNB) = 1   

At hop 3: 

• Relay_5  has 2 child nodes; previous value (without implementing BHNB) = 4  

• Relay_6  has 2 child nodes; previous value (without implementing BHNB) = 1  

• Relay_7  has 2 child nodes; previous value (without implementing BHNB) = 1  

            Results for the larger scenario (scenario-B) with 7 RSs and 15 SSs also show 

similar effect and efficiency of our proposed tree construction algorithms and channel 

assignment algorithms. The comparison of network parameters with 802.16e standard 

only approach and while implementing the proposed algorithm show that the efficiency 

of the network is improved. The graphs for throughput and delay parameters are as 

follows. 
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The Total Throughput of BS without implementing the proposed algorithm. 

This scenario follows the general approach of 802.16 e standard. 

 

 

Figure 6.14 – Total throughput (BS) for large scenario without implementing 

BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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The Total Throughput of BS after implementation of BFS+BHNB and IALU 

methods with directional antennas.  

 

 

Figure 6.15 – Total throughput (BS) for large scenario after implementing     

BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas.  
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The Total Delay of BS without implementing the proposed algorithm. This 

scenario follows the general approach of 802.16 e standard. 

 

 

Figure 6.16 – Total Delay (BS) for large scenario without implementing 

BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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The Total Delay of BS after implementation of BFS+BHNB and IALU methods 

with directional antennas. 

 

 

Figure 6.17 – Total Delay (BS) for large scenario after implementing 

BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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The Instantaneous Throughput of BS without implementing the proposed 

algorithm. This scenario follows the general approach of 802.16 e standard. 

 

 

Figure 6.18 – Instantaneous Throughput (BS) for large scenario without 

implementing BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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The Instantaneous Throughput of BS after implementation of BFS+BHNB and 

IALU methods with directional antennas. 

 

 

Figure 6.19 – Instantaneous Throughput (BS) for large scenario after 

implementing BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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The Total Delay without implementing the proposed algorithm. This scenario 

follows the general approach of 802.16 e standard. 

 

 

Figure 6.20 – Total Delay (Network) for large scenario without implementing 

BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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The Total Delay after implementation of BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with 

directional antennas. 

 

 

Figure 6.21 – Total Delay (Network) for large scenario after implementing 

BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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The Average Throughput of BS without implementing the proposed algorithm. 

This scenario follows the general approach of 802.16 e standard. 

 

 

Figure 6.22 – Average Throughput (BS) for large scenario without 

implementing BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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The Average Throughput of BS after implementation of BFS+BHNB and IALU 

methods with directional antennas. 

 

 

Figure 6.23 – Average Throughput (BS) for large scenario after implementing 

BFS+BHNB and IALU methods with directional antennas. 
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NETWORK INITIATED HANDOVER OR ―FORCED HANDOVER‖ AND 

IMPLEMENTING HANDOVER IN A MULTI-HOP SCENARIO IN RELAY 

STATIONS 

 

 

Network Initiated Handover 

In a WiMAX network, generally a handover is carried out when either a BS or an 

SS foresee the need of doing it. When a mobile SS moves and tends to go out of the 

communication range of its current serving BS, it is tried to handover the SS to another 

BS which can serve it. Handover may also happen if a BS is no longer able to serve any 

of its SSs or meet their traffic requirements. In these cases handover depends on issues 

like the mobility of the node, signal strength, QoS and availability of BS resources in the 

network. It is directly related to the issues like connectivity and QoS requirements of 

either the SS or the BS. But in some wireless mobile networks there may a requirement to 

process handover even when the SSs and BSs have no connectivity or QoS issues and 

they continue to function and communicate normally. Thus, the handover may be 

initiated and controlled by the network itself [8]. 

This network initiated handover may be implemented on static nodes also, where 

the SS and the BS in consideration both don‘t move but due to the influence of other 

nodes may force the handover. 

This handover is then called network initiated handover, and this implementation 

depends on the needs of the network and its resources and could be vendor specific. For 

instance, there may be a network where the BS to which an SS needs to report back might 

change over a period of time even though it is normally able continue to report to the 
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current BS. Here, neither the BS nor the SS would see any need for handover and would 

also not know how to incur this desired change in communication. 

Hence, it is the responsibility of the network to initiate the handover and provide 

the guidance to the relevant nodes in the network. For this, there is a need to have a 

central control in the network to carry out the required procedure and to maintain 

consistency and stability in all the nodes that would be part of this procedure or be 

affected by its consequences. 

In a WiMAX network, where there are many BSs and a set of SS nodes which lie 

in communication range of more than one BS this forced handover can be implemented. 

The WiMAX network in consideration has few BSs and some mobile and non-mobile 

SSs. Here, the basic goal and requirement of the network would be to balance the 

network load on the BSs. The network may not prefer to load the major share of network 

traffic on just one BS when this can possibly be shared by other BSs. A plausible 

constraint would be that if a BS is serving more than certain number of SSs or handling 

more than certain amount of traffic or percentage of overall traffic at a point of time, it 

would look to do a forced handover to balance the network load. 

A condition or a consequence which prompts the network to do a handover in 

order to satisfy its constraints of network balance is a trigger for the forced handover. The 

traffic generation of the SSs and the mobility of the SSs may contribute to this trigger. A 

handover may be triggered when all the nodes are static but their traffic load changes 

significantly over a period of time, or even when nodes move making few SSs join or 

leave a BS causing network imbalance. 
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Figure 7.1 - shows a trigger for forced handover [8]. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2 - shows the code where the evaluation for forced handover is done [8]. This is 

where the network makes a BS look to make a possible forced handover, if needed. 

 

In this scenario, few SSs move and associate to new BSs following the procedure 

of standard 802.16e handover [2]. This causes the change in amount of traffic load on the 

BSs. So, the network tries to balance the network load by forcing certain mobile SSs and 
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static SSs to associate to another BS to bring down the load on the BSs and maintaining 

the network balance. 

The network initiated is implemented in OPNET Modeler 14.0, where some 

special OPNET files are included to implement and reflect the specified functionality and 

behavior associated with the ‗forced‘ handover. The modules and code are modified and 

a triggering condition is set according to the requirement of the network. 

 

 

Figure 7.3 – illustrates [8] the control plane procedure for BS initiated handover. 

 

The network send out DSA messages to the BS and asks the BS to choose a few 

SSs and find another BS for these SS [19]. It keeps continues until the network load of an 

individual BS is below the threshold value in percentage of overall node. 
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The module is changed in OPNET Modeler of a WiMAX SS MAC where there is 

a new state for forced handover. This allows and handles the forced handover, following 

the requests of the network. 

 

 

Figure 7.4 - shows the module [8] of the SS WiMAX_MAC which is modified for                  

‗forced handover‘. 
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Figure 7.5 - shows a zoom-in view [8] of the previous figure to show an additional state 

called forced_ho, where the code and state transition for forced handover is implemented. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6 - shows module view [8] of SS WiMAX_MAC, where the transitions, 

conditions and function calls that lead to forced_ho state from idle state, such that 

subsequent ‗forced handover‘ procedure is carried out. 
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Figure 7.7 - shows a scenario where ‗forced‘ handover is implemented on two mobile 

nodes MS_Blue_1 and MS_Blue. 

 

Consider the WiMAX scenario described in the above figure. There are 3 BSs and 

4 Mobile Subscriber (MS) Stations. These SSs are initially associated with the BSs of 

color according to which they are named. MS_blue_1 and MS_blue_2 are associated to 

BS_blue, MS_green_1 is associated to BS_green and MS_red_1 is associated to BS_red. 
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Now, only two SS nodes move during the simulation, MS_green_1 and MS_red_1 along 

their respective trajectories as shown in the figure. The BS_ID of BS_red is 1, BS_green 

is 2 and BS_blue is 5. 

The forced handover can be shown using the following graph obtained by running 

the simulation. 

 

 

Figure 7.8 - shows the SSs with the BS_ID values they associate during the simulation. 
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It can be noticed that when the two mobile node MS_red_1 and MS_green_1 

move they associated to other BSs. MS_red_1 associated to BS_blue (BS_ID = 5) and 

MS_green_1 is associated to BS_red (BS_ID = 1) and then BS_blue (BS_ID = 5). 

Here none of the blue SSs were moving but they still changed their association to 

other BSs after some time in simulation, when the BS_blue was handling more traffic 

than the threshold value because MS_red_1 and MS_green_1 both got associated to it. 

To balance the traffic, BS_blue has to force some SS nodes to other BSs. It could choose 

MS_blue_1 and MS_blue_2 since they were within communication range of other BSs 

(BS_red and BS_green) as well. Hence, even though none of MS_blue_1 or MS_blue_2 

was moving they underwent forced handover to balance the network traffic. 

It can be seen from the above figure that MS_blue_1 gets associated to BS_red (BS_ID = 

1) and MS_blue_2 gets associated to BS_green (BS_ID = 2). 

This triggering condition could be altered to achieve different goals of the 

network. It is observed that each triggering condition and requirement for forced 

handover should be handled in different way and the modification in the WiMAX models 

might be of different kind. The sequence of events, trigger and the point of modification 

in module of the WiMAX MAC may vary depending on the procedure and behavior 

required by the network for processing the ‗forced handover‘. 
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Multi-hop Handover with Mobile Relay Station 

In order to comprehensively study and solve the issues related to multi-hop 

WiMAX scenarios, there is a requirement that all features are tried in every hop. For 

implementing and simulating mobility in a multi-hop scenario, the relay station should be 

able to move and participate in handover.  

Traditionally, the SSs perform handover with BSs, but in a scenario where RSs 

provide the communication and extend service to the SSs, the RSs should be able to 

handle handover of SSs. This functionality is desired for improving network balance, 

changing topology during runtime, providing more flexibility to SSs for communication 

and above all network stability and connectivity. 

Consider a general case, where a SS moves out of a building and enters another 

building few meters away and users of each of these distant building are connected to the 

network via different RSs, it is convenient and preferable for the moving user to be able 

to go through handover rather than losing the connection and setting up a fresh 

connection for the same service. 

Consider a case where one of the RSs has to be temporarily shut down due to 

issues such as security, failure, maintenance or other reasons, and then the SSs associated 

with the RS would lose the connectivity to the network. If there is a functionality of 

handover in RSs, the other RSs would be able to maintain the connectivity and network 

stability.  
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           Figure 7.9 - shows the WiMAX multi-hop handover scenario with mobile ‗relays‘. 

 

From the above figure, we can see that SS_mobile_2 moves out of the 

communication zone of NEW_relay_1 and moves into the zone of NEW_relay_2. Here, 

the handover is carried out by NEW_relay_1 to find a new communication for 

SS_mobile_2. 

The BS_ID of the NEW_relay_1 is 4 and BS_ID of NEW_relay_2 is 6. 
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Figure 7.10 – shows mobile SSs with their serving BS ID values during the simulation. 

 

The figure 7.10 shows the SSs with their associated RSs during the simulation. 

The SS_mobile_2 node is eventually associated to NEW_relay_2 (BS_ID = 6) indicating 

the implementation of handover in WiMAX multi-hop scenario. 
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APPENDIX A 

IMPLEMENTATION OF DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AT PHY LAYER IN OPNET 

MODELER  

(TRACKING, DYNAMIC/ADAPTIVE ANTENNA SELECTION) 
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FIN (wimax_phy_mcarrier_pk_send (<args>)); 

 

 //=======================CODE_for_BS============= 

 

 if( strcmp(my_node_name,"BS_aac") == 0) 

 { 

  

 double latitude,longitude,altitude; 

 double x_pos,y_pos,z_pos; 

  

 double lat_1, lat_2, long_1, long_2; 

 

 static int print_count=0; 

 

   //printf("\n********* This is BS: %d\n", 

my_mac_address); 

  

 //tx_node_id = op_topo_parent (op_id_self ()); 

//printf("%d\n",tx_node_id);  

 /* id of antenna module of transmitter node */ 

// ant_node_id = op_id_from_name (tx_node_id, OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, 

"wimax_ant_8_0"); 

//printf("%d\n",ant_node_id); 

  

 /* id of subnet containing transmitter node */ 

 //subnet_id = op_topo_parent (tx_node_id); 

 

 //ant_node_id1 = op_id_from_name (subnet_id, 

OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, "BS"); 

   //ant_node_id2 = op_id_from_name (ant_node_id1, OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, 

"wimax_ant_8_0"); 

 

 

//// printf("%d\n",ant_node_id2); 

 /* id of receiver within subnet */ 

 //rx_node_id = op_id_from_name (subnet_id, OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, 

"SS"); 

//printf("%d\n",rx_node_id);  

 

 /* position of rx loaded into x_pos, y_pos, z_pos */ 

 //op_ima_obj_pos_get (rx_node_id, &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos) ; 

 

 

    //==============for calculating the 'angle of 

cone'......================ 

 //if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"BS_aac") == 0) 

 //{ 

 // op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, my_node_name), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

  //printf("\n\n\n BS_aac ==== Latitude: %lf    ======= 

Longitude: %lf \n\n\n", latitude, longitude); 
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  //printf("\n\n\n X_pos: %lf    ======= Y_pos: %lf \n\n\n", 

x_pos, y_pos); 

 //} 

 //===============================================================

========= 

  

 //op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, "RELAY_1"), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

 

    op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, "RELAY_2"), &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos); 

 lat_1=latitude; 

 long_1=longitude; 

 

    op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, "SS_wks_5"), &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

 lat_2=latitude; 

 long_2=longitude; 

     

 latitude = (lat_1 + lat_2)/2; 

 longitude = (long_1 + long_2)/2; 

 

 

 //printf("\n\n********* This position of 'x': %d\n",x_pos); 

 //printf("\n********* This position of 'y': %d\n",y_pos); 

 //printf("\n********* This position of 'z': %d\n\n",z_pos); 

  

 //printf("\n$$$$$$$$$$$$$ This is TX id: %d\n\n", 

tx_phy_info_ptr->tx_module_objid); 

  

 /* set target of antenna toward receiver rx */ 

 //op_ima_obj_attr_set (ant_node_id2, "target x", x_pos); 

  

 print_count++; 

 

 if(print_count == 100) 

 { 

 //printf("\n\n\n HERE IS THE =======  BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS BS 

BS ====== IMPLEMENTATION OF 'directional antenna'... \n"); 

  

 //printf("\n latitude Postion: %lf   ------  longitude Position: 

%lf   ------   altitude Position : %lf \n\n\n", latitude, longitude, 

altitude); 

  

 print_count = 0; 

  

 } 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 
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"BS_aac"), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_32_0"), "target latitude", 

latitude); 

 

 //printf("\n********* INSIDE HEADER... before line 2 \n\n"); 

 

    //op_ima_obj_attr_set (ant_node_id2, "target y", y_pos); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

"BS_aac"), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_32_0"), "target longitude", 

longitude); 

 

 //printf("\n********* INSIDE HEADER... before line 3 \n\n"); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

"BS_aac"), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_32_0"), "target altitude", 

altitude); 

 

    //op_ima_obj_attr_set (ant_node_id2, "target z", z_pos); 

       

 } 

  

 //==========================CODE_END_BS==================== 

    

 

 //==============================CODE_FOR_RELAY===================

====== 

 

    ///////////////////=====BS_RADIO_RELAY==================////////// 

 

 //if  (tx_module_objid == 4927 || tx_module_objid == 6612  || 

tx_module_objid == 8297) 

     

 //printf("\n I'm fine...\n"); 

 

 if( strcmp(my_mac_name,"wimax_mac_1_0")==0 ) 

 { 

 if ( (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_1")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_2")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_3")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_4")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_5")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_6")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_7")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_8")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_9")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_10")==0)) 

 { 

 

 double latitude,longitude,altitude; 

 double x_pos,y_pos,z_pos; 

  

 static int print_count=0; 
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 char* target_node; 

 char* source_node; 

 

    char* target_node_1; 

    char* target_node_2; 

  double lat_1, lat_2, long_1, long_2; 

 

 //printf("\n********* This is RELAY: %d\n", my_mac_address); 

 print_count++; 

 if(print_count == 100) 

 { 

 //printf("\n\n\n HERE IS THE =======  RS RS RS RS RS RS RS RS RS 

RS RS RS RS RS  RS RS RS====== IMPLEMENTATION OF 'directional 

antenna'... \n"); 

 //printf("\n latitude Postion: %lf   ------  longitude Position: 

%lf   ------   altitude Position : %lf \n\n\n", latitude, longitude, 

altitude); 

 print_count = 0; 

 } 

 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_1") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "SS_wks_25"; 

  target_node_2 = "RELAY_3"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_1"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_2") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "SS_wks_11"; 

  target_node_2 = "SS_wks_3"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_2"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_3") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "SS_wks_1"; 

  target_node_2 = "SS_wks_2"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_3"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_4") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "RELAY_6"; 

  target_node_2 = "RELAY_5"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_4"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_5") == 0) 
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 { 

  target_node_1 = "SS_wks_8"; 

  target_node_2 = "SS_wks_6"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_5"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_6") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "SS_wks_24"; 

  target_node_2 = "SS_wks_9"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_6"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_7") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "SS_wks_14"; 

  target_node_2 = "SS_wks_15"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_7"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_8") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "RELAY_7"; 

  target_node_2 = "RELAY_9"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_8"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_9") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "SS_wks_18"; 

  target_node_2 = "SS_wks_19"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_9"; 

 } 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_10") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node_1 = "SS_wks_17"; 

  target_node_2 = "SS_wks_12"; 

 

  source_node = "RELAY_10"; 

 } 

 

 //this is for dynamic antenna assigning... 

   // if  (tx_module_objid == 4902) 

 //{ 

 // target_node = "SS_wks_1"; 

 // source_node = "RELAY_1"; 

 //} 

 

 //this is for dynamic antenna assigning... 
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    //if  (tx_module_objid == 6587) 

 //{ 

  //target_node = "SS_wks_2"; 

  //source_node = "RELAY_2"; 

 //} 

 

    //==============For calculating the 'angle of 

cone'......================ 

 //if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_2") == 0) 

 //{ 

 // op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, source_node), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

 // printf("\n\n\n RELAY_2 ==== Latitude: %lf    ======= 

Longitude: %lf \n\n\n", latitude, longitude); 

 // printf("\n\n\n X_pos: %lf    ======= Y_pos: %lf \n\n\n", 

x_pos, y_pos); 

 //} 

 //====================================================== 

 

   //if( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_1") == 0 ) 

 //op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, target_node), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

  // else 

   //{ 

 //} 

   if( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_3") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_2") == 0  || strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_5") 

== 0  || strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_6") == 0  || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_7") == 0 || strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_9") 

== 0 || strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_10") == 0 ) 

   { 

 op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, target_node_1), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos); 

 lat_1=latitude; 

 long_1=longitude; 

 

    op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, target_node_2), &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

 lat_2=latitude; 

 long_2=longitude; 

     

   } 

   else if ( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_4") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_8") == 0) 

   { 

    op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, target_node_1), &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos); 

 lat_1=latitude; 

 long_1=longitude; 
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    op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, target_node_2), &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

 lat_2=latitude; 

 long_2=longitude; 

   } 

   else if ( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_1") == 0 ) 

   { 

 op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, target_node_1), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos); 

 lat_1=latitude; 

 long_1=longitude; 

 

    op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent 

(op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, target_node_2), &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

 lat_2=latitude; 

 long_2=longitude; 

   } 

 

 

 latitude = (lat_1 + lat_2)/2; 

 longitude = (long_1 + long_2)/2; 

 

 

 //====CODE_INSERT==Dynamic_Directional_Antenna_SWITCHING======= 

 

 //if( tx_module_objid == 4902 &&  op_sim_time() >= 150)  //this 

can be the switching condition and parameter(cone_TYPE)..... 

  //printf("*****: %lf",op_sim_time()); 

 

    if( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_2") == 0  || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_6") == 0 || strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_7") 

== 0) 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "pattern", "cone_35"); 

 else if ( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_5") == 0  || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_9") == 0) 

    op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "pattern", "cone_45"); 

    else if ( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_4") == 0  || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_8") == 0) 

    op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "pattern", "cone_90"); 

 else if ( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_1") == 0) 

    op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "pattern", "cone_40"); 

    else if ( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_3") == 0) 
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    op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "pattern", "cone_60"); 

 else if ( strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_10") == 0) 

    op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "pattern", "cone_50"); 

 

 //===============================================================

= 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "target latitude", 

latitude); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "target longitude", 

longitude); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_1_0"), "target altitude", 

altitude); 

     

 } 

 } 

 

 

     //////////////=====SS_RADIO_RELAY==================/////// 

 

 //if  (tx_module_objid == 5043 || tx_module_objid == 6728  || 

tx_module_objid == 8413) 

 

 if( strcmp(my_mac_name,"wimax_mac_2_0")==0 ) 

 { 

 if ( (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_1")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_2")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_3")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_4")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_5")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_6")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_7")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_8")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_9")==0) || 

(strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_10")==0)) 

 { 

  

 double latitude,longitude,altitude; 

 double x_pos,y_pos,z_pos; 

  

 //static int print_count=0; 

 char* target_node; 
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 char* source_node; 

 

    if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_1") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "BS_aac"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_1"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_2") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "BS_aac"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_2"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_3") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_1"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_3"; 

 } 

 

  if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_4") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "BS_aac"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_4"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_5") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_4"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_5"; 

 } 

    

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_6") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_4"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_6"; 

 } 

  

  if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_7") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_8"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_7"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_8") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "BS_aac"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_8"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_9") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_8"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_9"; 
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 } 

  

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"RELAY_10") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_6"; 

  source_node = "RELAY_10"; 

 } 

  

  

 //===========This is for dynamic antenna assigning=========== 

    //if  (tx_module_objid == 5018) 

 //{ 

 // target_node = "BS_aac"; 

  //source_node = "RELAY_1"; 

 //} 

 

 //==========This is for dynamic antenna assigning============ 

    //if  (tx_module_objid == 6703) 

 //{ 

 // target_node = "BS_aac"; 

 // source_node = "RELAY_2"; 

 //} 

 

 op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, target_node), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

  

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_2_0"), "target latitude", 

latitude); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_2_0"), "target longitude", 

longitude); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_2_0"), "target altitude", 

altitude); 

  

 } 

 } 

  

 //=====================CODE_END_RELAY========== 

 

 

 

 //===========================CODE_for_SS=============== 

 

 //if  (tx_module_objid == 2752 || tx_module_objid == 3384  || 

tx_module_objid == 9071 || tx_module_objid == 9703  || tx_module_objid 

== 10335) 
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 if ( strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_1") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_2") == 0 || strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_3") 

== 0 || strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_4") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_5") == 0 

   || strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_6") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_7") == 0 || strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_8") 

== 0 || strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_9") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_10") == 0 

   || strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_11") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_12") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_13") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_14") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_15") == 0 

   || strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_16") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_17") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_18") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_19") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_20") == 0 

   || strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_21") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_22") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_23") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_24") == 0 || 

strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_25") == 0 )  

    { 

  

 double latitude,longitude,altitude; 

 double x_pos,y_pos,z_pos; 

 

 //static int print_count=0; 

 char* target_node; 

 char* source_node; 

 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_1") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_3"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_1"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_2") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_3"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_2"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_3") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_2"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_3"; 

 } 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_4") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_2"; 
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  source_node = "SS_wks_4"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_5") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "BS_aac"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_5"; 

 } 

 

  

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_6") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_5"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_6"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_7") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_4"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_7"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_8") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_5"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_8"; 

 } 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_9") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_6"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_9"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_10") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "BS_aac"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_10"; 

 } 

 

  if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_11") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_2"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_11"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_12") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_10"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_12"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_13") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_7"; 
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  source_node = "SS_wks_13"; 

 } 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_14") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_7"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_14"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_15") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_7"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_15"; 

 } 

 

  

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_16") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_10"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_16"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_17") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_10"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_17"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_18") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_9"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_18"; 

 } 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_19") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_9"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_19"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_20") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_8"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_20"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_21") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "BS_aac"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_21"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_22") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_8"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_22"; 
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 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_23") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_5"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_23"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_24") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_6"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_24"; 

 } 

 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_25") == 0) 

 { 

  target_node = "RELAY_1"; 

  source_node = "SS_wks_25"; 

 } 

 

 

 //this is for dynamic antenna assigning... 

 //if  (tx_module_objid == 2727) 

 //{ 

 // target_node = "RELAY_1"; 

 // source_node = "SS_wks_1"; 

 ///} 

 //this is for dynamic antenna assigning... 

 //if  (tx_module_objid == 3359) 

 //{ 

 // target_node = "RELAY_2"; 

 // source_node = "SS_wks_2"; 

 //} 

  

 

    //==============for calculating the 'angle of 

cone'......================ 

 if  (strcmp(my_node_name,"SS_wks_5") == 0) 

 { 

  op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, source_node), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  

  printf("\n\n\n SS_wks_5 ==== Latitude: %lf    ======= 

Longitude: %lf \n\n\n", latitude, longitude); 

  printf("\n\n\n X_pos: %lf    ======= Y_pos: %lf \n\n\n", 

x_pos, y_pos); 

 } 

 =================================================================

=== 

 

 op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent 

(op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, target_node), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos);  
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 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_0_0"), "target latitude", 

latitude); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_0_0"), "target longitude", 

longitude); 

 

 op_ima_obj_attr_set (op_id_from_name (op_id_from_name 

(op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, 

source_node), OPC_OBJTYPE_ANT, "wimax_ant_0_0"), "target altitude", 

altitude); 

 

 } 

  

 //==========================SS_END===================== 

 

 

 //=========================CODE_END==============================

= 

 

      

      //================Implementation of 

directional_Antenna============== 

 

 

 

 } 

 

 

 //===============CODE_INSERT_END============= 
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APPENDIX B 

TOPOLOGY CONTROL ALGORITHM-1 
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The Projects "Algorithm_1_wimax_project" and "Algorithm_2_wimax_project" have 

.cpp files for execution. They have been run in Microsoft Visual Studios 2005. 

 

The Project titled "Algorithm_1_wimax_project" contains the soucre code for the 

implementation of Algorithm_1 of topology control.  

 

The program takes the location of RS nodes and SS nodes as the input along with the 

'maximum communication distance', which limits the communication range in the 

network. Before running the program, we need to know the number of RSs and number 

of SSs participating in the network. We need to enter these values in the top line sof the 

code, where we define the values for 'tot_rs' and 'tot_ss'. 

 

We also can change the 'antenna_beam' value to any desire value, which is presently set 

to 40. We need to change the 'beam_max' value to the 'antenna_beam' value. 

 

We have a variable 'value constant' which used for the purpose of calculating the data 

rates, we can set this to any convenient value. 

 

The program runs in a while-loop till all the nodes are connected. 

The program finds an RS for each SS, running in a for-loop for iterations eual to number 

of SS nodes. 

In each pass, we find an RS for an SS which has the bottleneck rate. 

Bottleneck rate is the minimum rate in the list maximum possible rate for each SS. 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Funciton used are: 

 

double get_distance(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2);  

It takes the co-ordinates of the Node 1 and Node 2 and returns the distance between them. 

 

 

 

double calculate_angle(double x1, double y1, double x_p, double y_p, double x2, double 

y2); 

This is simple function which gives the angle between the 3 points. 

 

double calculate_rs_beam(int cur_rs, int cur_ss);     

This function takes the RS numebr and SS numebr as input and gives the angle this RS 

will need to have to cover the SSs under it, including the cur_ss. This is used to see, 

whether the COVERAGE_angle get more than the antenna_beam angle. 

 

 

--------------------------------------- 
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Key Variables: 

 

ss_candidate_rs[][] gives the value 1 or 0 to indicate if the RS is a candidate for the SS. 

 

ss_rs_association[][] ss_rs_association[][] are maintained to keep track of the assigned 

SSs and their associated RSs. 

 

rs_beam[] has the curernt coverage angles of all the RSs. 

 

all_connected is an integer variable which works a flag for while-loop to run, till all the 

nodes get an RS. 

 

If the program does terminate, it means with current location of nodes and antenna_beam, 

there is no feasible solution such that every SS is covered by an RS. 

 

Otherwise, program will end with printing the each SS number and corresponding 

assigned RS. 
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Code for Topology Control Algorithm-1 

 

 
// algorithm_AAA_1.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application. 

 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

//#include "fstream.h" 

 

 

#define tot_bs  1                           

#define tot_rs  2                         //Give the total number of RSs in your network 

#define tot_ss  4                        //Give the total number of SSs in your network 

 

 

double get_distance(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2);                               

//function prototype... 

double calculate_angle(double x1, double y1, double x_p, double y_p, double x2, double 

y2);   //function prototype... 

double calculate_rs_beam(int cur_rs, int cur_ss);                                             //function 

prototype... 

 

 

 //=========== input parameters... 

  

    //Total number of nodes... 

 

 int tot_nodes = tot_bs + tot_rs + tot_ss; 

 

 //Node Properties... 

 struct node 

 {  

  int id; 

  double x,y; 

 }; 

  

 //Location of BS... 

 double bs_x; 

 double bs_y; 

 

 //Location of RSs... 

 double rs_x[tot_rs+1]; 

 double rs_y[tot_rs+1]; 
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 //Location of SSs... 

 double ss_x[tot_ss+1]; 

 double ss_y[tot_ss+1]; 

 

 //IDs of nodes... 

 int bs_id; 

 int rs_id[tot_rs+1]; 

 int ss_id[tot_ss+1]; 

 

 //Number of cadidate RSs for each SS... 

 int ss_num_rs[tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 //List of cadidate RSs... 

 int ss_candidate_rs[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //SS ---> RS association... 

 int ss_rs_association[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

    //RS ---> SS association... 

 int rs_ss_association[tot_rs+1][tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 

 //SS ---> RS related... 

 int ss_rs_related[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //Status of connection of an SS... 

 int ss_connected[tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 

 //Rate of each SS... 

 double ss_data_rate[tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 

 double ss_max_rate[tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 

 

 //Beam of antenna at an RS... 

 double rs_beam[tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //Data-rates... for bottleneck values... 

 double max_rate, current_rate, bottleneck_rate,ss_current_rate,ss_min_rate; 

 int current_rs, current_ss; 

 

 //Check if all SS are connected... 

 int all_connected, connect_flag; 

 

 //Distance variable... 

 double distance=0, rs_distance=0; 
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 //Constant value for calculation of 'Ri'... 

 double value_constant; 

 

 //Angle in question.... 

 double current_angle=360; 

 

 double max_angle; 

    double update_beam; 

 

 //communication range... 

 double d_max; 

 

 //Minimum  and Maximum beamwidth... 

 double beam_min; 

 double beam_max; 

 

 //Minimum data rate... 

 double R_min; 

 

 //Antenna beamwidth... 

 double antenna_beam = 40; 

 

 //================================= 

 

 

 int max_rate_rs; 

 double max_rate_distance; 

 //double max_rate; 

 int cand_one_flag; 

 

 

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 

{ 

 

  printf("\n"); 

       // printf("Enter BS node X_location, Y_location: "); 

  //scanf("%lf  %lf", &bs_x, &bs_y); 

  //printf("\n"); 

  //printf("BS node ========= Location X,Y : ( %lf , %lf )\n",bs_x, bs_y); 

 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_rs ; i++) 

 { 

  printf("\n"); 
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  printf("\n"); 

  printf("Enter RS_%d node X_location, Y_location: ", i); 

  scanf("%lf  %lf", &rs_x[i], &rs_y[i]); 

   

 } 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("The RS node locations are: \n"); 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_rs ; i++) 

 { 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("RS_%d ========= Location X,Y : ( %lf , %lf )\n",i,rs_x[i],rs_y[i]); 

 } 

 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("\n"); 

        printf("Enter SS_%d node X_location, Y_location: ", i); 

  scanf("%lf  %lf", &ss_x[i], &ss_y[i]); 

 

 } 

 

 printf("The SS node locations are: \n"); 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("SS_%d ========= Location X,Y : ( %lf , %lf )\n",i,ss_x[i],ss_y[i]); 

 } 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("Enter the value of d_max (maximum communication distance) : "); 

 scanf("%lf", &d_max); 

 printf("\n"); 

 

 printf("\n"); 

  

 //Giving Parameter values for calculations... 

 beam_min = 0; 

 beam_max = 40; 

 value_constant = 10000000; 

 

 //Determine the number of candidate RSs for each SS... 
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 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

 double x1 = ss_x[i]; 

 double y1 = ss_y[i]; 

  

 for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

 { 

 double x2 = rs_x[j]; 

 double y2 = rs_y[j]; 

 

 distance = get_distance(x1,y1,x2,y2); 

  

 if(distance <= d_max) 

 { 

 ss_candidate_rs[i][j] = 1; 

 ss_num_rs[i]++; 

 } 

 

 }//inner for_loop  

  

 }//outer for_loop 

   

 //Display the Candidate RSs for each SS... 

 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

  { 

    if(ss_candidate_rs[i][j] == 1) 

    { 

     printf("\n"); 

     printf("The SS#%d has RS#%d as candidate 

RS\n",i, j); 

      

    } 

  } 

 

 } 

 

 

 //Associate the SSs which has only 1 candidate RS... 

 cand_one_flag = 0; 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 
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 if(ss_num_rs[i] == 1) 

  cand_one_flag = 1; 

 } 

 

 if(cand_one_flag == 1) 

 { 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("These SSs have only one Candidate RS\n"); 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

  if(ss_num_rs[i] == 1) 

  { 

   for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

   { 

    if(ss_candidate_rs[i][j] == 1) 

    { 

 

      

     if(1) 

     { 

     ss_rs_association[i][j] = 1; 

     ss_connected[i]=1; 

     rs_ss_association[j][i] = 1; 

 

     double x1 = ss_x[i]; 

     double y1 = ss_y[i]; 

      

     double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

     double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

     distance = get_distance(x_p,y_p,x1,y1); 

     ss_data_rate[i] = value_constant / (distance * 

distance * antenna_beam); 

 

     printf("\n"); 

     printf("The SS#%d connects to RS#%d and has a 

data_rate = %lf\n",i,j,ss_data_rate[i]); 

     } 

 

    } 

   } 

    

  } 
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 }//outer for_loop 

 } 

  

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("The following SSs have more than 1 RSs to choose from\n"); 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

 if(ss_num_rs[i] > 1) 

  printf("\n SS#%d",i); 

   

 } 

 printf("\n"); 

 

 //Trying to get the remaining SSs get connected to an RS... (from the list of 

candidate RSs)... 

 //Following the criteria that the angle formed is ---less than --- antenna_beam ---  

and ---R_min--- is maximized.... 

 

 all_connected = 0; 

 while(all_connected != 1) 

 { 

  

 //Erasing all the dotted lines... 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

  for(int j=1 ; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

  { 

   ss_rs_related[i][j] = 0; 

  }//for_loop 0.5 ... 

 

  ss_current_rate = 100; 

   ss_min_rate = 100; 

 

 //top_for_loop 1 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

  if(ss_connected[i] == 1) 

  { 

    

  }  

  else 

  { 

   max_rate = 0; 

   current_rate = 0; 

   current_rs = 0; 
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   ss_current_rate = 100; 

   //ss_min_rate = 100; 

 

   max_rate = 0; 

 

   for(int j=1 ; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

   { 

   if(ss_candidate_rs[i][j] == 1) 

   { 

   current_angle = calculate_rs_beam(j,i); 

 

//         ========================= 

      printf("\n"); 

         printf("The current COVERAGE_angle of RS#%d is %lf 

\n",j,current_angle); 

 

   if(current_angle > antenna_beam) 

   { 

    printf("\n$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$"); 

       printf("This combination is NOT POSSIBLE... angle made will 

exceed the ANTENNA BEAM!!!\n"); 

    printf("$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$"); 

    printf("\n");     

   } 

    

   else if(current_angle <= antenna_beam) 

   { 

     

   double x1 = ss_x[i]; 

   double y1 = ss_y[i]; 

      

   double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

   double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

   distance = get_distance(x_p,y_p,x1,y1); 

      ss_current_rate = value_constant / (distance * distance * 

antenna_beam); 

     

   printf("\n"); 

   printf("SS#%d will have rate = %lf  with  RS#%d at a distance = 

%lf\n",i,ss_current_rate,j,distance); 

 

     if(ss_current_rate > max_rate) 
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     { 

      max_rate = ss_current_rate; 

      max_rate_rs = j; 

      max_rate_distance = distance; 

     } 

   } 

 

//          ========================== 

   }//if... 

 

   }//for_loop... 

 

   

  printf("\n"); 

 

 printf("\n===================================================

====================\n"); 

  printf("Finally when SS#%d chooses RS#%d which has distance = %lf --- 

Max.rate = %lf\n",i,max_rate_rs,max_rate_distance,max_rate); 

 

 printf("\n===================================================

====================\n"); 

  ss_max_rate[i]=max_rate; 

  ss_rs_related[i][max_rate_rs]= 1;   //dotted line between SS and RS.... for 

identifying the max_rate_rs... 

 

  } // else 1... 

 } //top_for_loop 1 

  

 //Now, all atleast related to an RS... 

 //We find SS with the bottleneck 'Ri' and connect it to its related RS... 

 

 current_rate = 100; 

 bottleneck_rate = 100; 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

 

  for(int j=1 ; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

  { 

   

  if(ss_rs_related[i][j] == 1) 

  { 

   current_rate = ss_max_rate[i]; 

   if(current_rate <= bottleneck_rate) 
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   { 

    current_ss = i; 

    current_rs = j; 

    bottleneck_rate = current_rate; 

   } 

 

  }//if 1... 

 

  }//for_loop 2... 

 

 }//for_loop 1... 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("\n|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||\n"); 

 printf("The BOTTLENECK RATE is %lf  when SS: %d is CONNECTED with 

RS#%d\n", ss_max_rate[current_ss],current_ss,current_rs); 

 printf("\n||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||\n"); 

 

 //Associating the bottleneck SS to its RS... 

  

 ss_rs_association[current_ss][current_rs] = 1; 

 ss_connected[current_ss]=1; 

 rs_ss_association[current_rs][current_ss] = 1; 

 

 

 //Updating the rs_beam for current COVERAGE angle... 

 rs_beam[current_rs] = calculate_rs_beam(current_rs,current_ss); 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("Just after associating the bottleneck SS to RS.... rs_beam of RS#%d is 

%lf\n", current_rs, rs_beam[current_rs]); 

  

 //Update the ss_data_rate array of all the SSs associated witht the current_RS... 

 for( int j=1 ; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

 { 

 for( int n=1 ; n<=tot_ss ; n++) 

 { 

 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][n] == 1) 

    { 

     double x1 = ss_x[n]; 

     double y1 = ss_y[n]; 

      

     double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 
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     double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

     distance = get_distance(x_p,y_p,x1,y1); 

        ss_data_rate[n] = value_constant / (distance * distance * 

antenna_beam); 

     printf("\n"); 

     printf("The data rate of associated SS#%d with 

RS#%d is %lf\n",n,j,ss_data_rate[n]); 

 

    }//if... 

 

 } 

 }//for_loop for UPDATE... 

 

 printf("\n --------------------------------------------------------      \n"); 

  

 connect_flag = 1; 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

   if(ss_connected[i] != 1) 

    connect_flag =0; 

 

 }//for_loop 0... 

 

 if(connect_flag == 0) 

 { 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("NOT ALL SSs HAVE AN RS... WILL REPEAT THE STEPS 

FOR REMAINING SSs...\n"); 

  printf("\n"); 

 } 

 all_connected = connect_flag; 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("=====================================================

==========================\n"); 

 printf("=====================================================

==========================\n"); 

 

 }//while_loop 1... at top... 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("AT this point we have found a feasible solution...\n"); 

 printf("The RS-SS assignment is as follows:\n"); 
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 printf("\n"); 

 

    for( int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

 for( int j=1 ; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

 { 

 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][i] == 1) 

    { 

     printf("\n"); 

     printf("SS#%d is assigned RS#%d\n",i,j); 

    } 

 } 

 } 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("---------- END----------\n"); 

 return 0; 

} // main function... 

 

 

//Function to calculate the distance between 2 points... 

double get_distance(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2) 

{ 

double distance = sqrt(((x2-x1) * (x2-x1)) + ((y2-y1) * (y2-y1))); 

return distance; 

} 

 

 

//Function for calculating the angle between 3 nodes... 

double calculate_angle(double x1, double y1, double x_p, double y_p, double x2, double 

y2) 

{ 

 double result; 

 

// calculating the 3 distances 

 

double ab = get_distance(x1,y1,x_p,y_p); 

 

double bc = get_distance(x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

 

double ac = get_distance(x1,y1,x2,y2); 

 

double cosB = pow(ac, 2) - pow(ab, 2) - pow(bc, 2); 
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cosB =  cosB / (2 * ab * bc); 

 

result = 180 - ((acos(cosB) * 180) /3.141592653); //(2 * acos(0.0)) 

 

 

return result; 

} 

 

double calculate_rs_beam(int cur_rs, int cur_ss) 

{ 

   int j = cur_rs; 

   int rs_assoc_flag = 0; 

   for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

   { 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][i] == 1) 

    { 

     rs_assoc_flag = 1; 

    } 

   } 

 

   if(rs_assoc_flag == 0) 

   { 

    //rs_beam[j] = beam_min; 

    return beam_min; //minimum beam... 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    max_angle=0; 

    for( int n=1 ; n<=tot_ss ; n++) 

    { 

 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][n] == 1) 

    { 

     double x1 = ss_x[n]; 

     double y1 = ss_y[n]; 

      

     double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

     double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

     double  x2 = ss_x[cur_ss]; 

     double  y2 = ss_y[cur_ss]; 
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     current_angle = 

calculate_angle(x1,y1,x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

     //printf("\n"); 

     //printf("The angle between SS#%d --- RS#%d --- 

SS#%d is = %lf\n", n,j,cur_ss,current_angle); 

 

     if(current_angle >= max_angle) 

     { 

      max_angle=current_angle; 

     } 

    }//if... 

    }//for_loop... 

 

     

     return max_angle; 

    

 

    } 

     

       

 

} 
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APPENDIX C 

TOPOLOGY CONTROL ALGORITHM-2 
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The Project titled "Algorithm_2_wimax_project" contains the soucre code for the 

implementation of Algorithm_2 of topology control. 

 

The input to the program is the locations of the BS, RS and SS nodes. Then we 

shall also give a valid RS assignment for each SS. 

This asignment should be valid in terms of the coverage of the angle. Since, the input ot 

this program is usually the output of algorithm_1, it complies with all the criteria of 

validation. 

 

We again give the 'maximum communication distance' as in the case of 

algorithm_1. All the basic variable and functions are same as the algorithm_1 and does 

similar jobs. We should follow the same basic steps for using the algorithm_2 as for 

algorithm_1. 

 

But, not all function or instruction may be used in the running of the program as this 

algorithm is a special case of the implementation of the program. 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Key Functions are: 

 

double fix_cur_ss(int move, int rs);       

This function tries for a new assignment for SS(move) which is currently assigned to 

RS(rs) and returns the value of success as 1 and failure as -1. 

 

double disconnect_ss_move(int ss_move, int rs_leaving); 

This function disconnects the SS (ss_move) for the current RS(rs_leaving). 

 

int get_cur_rs(int ss_move); 

This funciton returns the number of RS, which is currentlt assigned the SS. 

 

void update_rs_beam(int rs_leaving) 

The function updates the angle of coverage for an RS, when a new SS is added to its list. 

 

void delete_update_rs_beam(int rs_leaving); 

The function updates the angle of coverage for an RS, when a SS is removed from its list. 

 

void update_SS_data_rates(void); 

Thsi updates the date rate of all the SSs in the network. 

 

double calculate_rs_beam_1(int cur_rs, int cur_ss); 

This function does the same job as 'calculate_rs_beam' in algorithm_1. 
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-------------------------------------- 

 

 

Key Variables: 

 

ss_rs_blue_solid[][] indicates if the SS and RS are assigned to each other and are 

connected. Gives 1 for success and 0 for failure. 

 

ss_rs_dotted[][] similarly indicates the current approach of an SS fot a candidate RS. The 

two nodes are not connected, but the RS considers the SS in the coverage list for 

determining the feasibility. 

 

ss_rs_red[][] this indicates the back-tracking of the SS relation, when it moves from one 

candidate RS to other for getting improved data rate. If the value for an SS and RS is 1, 

they would be connected to each other if and when there is solution found. Consequently, 

if there is no solution found, then this possible link, is erased setting the value to 0. 

 

coverage_flag is used to check if the coverage angle of the RS is more than the allowed 

angle, whcih is equal to the antenna_beam. 

 

min_data_rate_flag is used to check, if we can consider this candidate RS for assignment 

such that it improves the minimum data rate of the network. 
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Code for Topology Control Algorithm-2 

 

 
// algorithm_BBB_3.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application. 

// 

 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

 

 

#define tot_bs  1 

#define tot_rs  3                                            //Give the total number of RSs in your 

network 

#define tot_ss  6                                          //Give the total number of SSs in your network 

 

// Function Prototypes... 

 

double fix_cur_ss(int move, int rs);                                        // function prototype... 

double calculate_SS_R_min(void); 

int select_ss_move(int cur_rs,int cur_ss); 

double disconnect_ss_move(int ss_move, int rs_leaving); 

int get_cur_rs(int ss_move); 

void update_rs_beam(int rs_leaving); 

double get_distance(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2); 

void update_SS_data_rates(void); 

double calculate_angle(double x1, double y1, double x_p, double y_p, double x2, double 

y2); 

double calculate_rs_beam(int cur_rs, int cur_ss); 

double calculate_rs_beam_1(int cur_rs, int cur_ss); 

 

void delete_update_rs_beam(int rs_leaving); 

double delete_calculate_rs_beam(int cur_rs, int cur_ss); 

 

 

 

 

//=========== input parameters... 

  

 //Total Nodes... 

    int tot_nodes = tot_bs + tot_rs + tot_ss; 
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 //Node Properties... 

 struct node 

 {  

  int id; 

  double x,y; 

 }; 

  

 //Location of BS... 

 double bs_x; 

 double bs_y; 

 

 //Location of RSs... 

 double rs_x[tot_rs+1]; 

 double rs_y[tot_rs+1]; 

 

 //Location of SSs... 

 double ss_x[tot_ss+1]; 

 double ss_y[tot_ss+1]; 

 

 //IDs of nodes... 

 int bs_id; 

 int rs_id[tot_rs+1]; 

 int ss_id[tot_ss+1]; 

 

 //ID of SS with bottleneck rate... 

 int ss_R_min_id; 

 

 //current min_rate of all SSs... 

 double ss_R_min; 

 

 //The SS on move.. which we are trying to fix/hook... 

 int ss_move; 

 

 //The RS number, which the current SS is leaving from for better Ri... 

 int rs_leaving; 

 

 //The number of connected SSs of an RS... 

 int num_connected_ss[tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //The number of connected SSs of an RS... 

 int num_associated_ss[tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 

 //Number of cadidate RSs for each SS... 
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 //int ss_num_candidate_rs[tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 int ss_num_rs[tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 

 //List of candidate RSs... 

 int ss_candidate_rs[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //If the SS has tried this RS... 

 int rs_reached[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //SS ---> RS association... 

 int ss_rs_association[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

    //RS ---> SS association... 

 int rs_ss_association[tot_rs+1][tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 

 //SS ---> RS... BLUE_SOLID... 

 int ss_rs_blue_solid[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //SS ---> RS... BLUE DOTTED... 

 int ss_rs_dotted[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //SS ---> RS... RED... 

 int ss_rs_red[tot_ss+1][tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //Rate of each SS... 

 double ss_data_rate[tot_ss+1]={0}; 

 

 //Beam of antenna at an RS... 

 double rs_beam[tot_rs+1]={0}; 

 

 //Data-rates... for bottleneck values... 

 double R_min; 

 

 //Distance variable... 

 double distance=0; 

  

 //Constant value for calculation of 'Ri'... 

 double value_constant; 

 

 //Angle in question.... 

 double current_angle=360; 

 

 double max_angle; 

     

 //communication range... 
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 double d_max; 

 

 //Minimum  and Maximum beamwidth... 

 double beam_min; 

 double beam_max; 

 

 //flag for fix_ss return value... 

 double fix_return = 0; 

 

 //Givng the value for antenna beam... 

 double antenna_beam = 40; 

     

 //================================= 

 

 

 double current_rs_coverage; 

 double current_rate; 

 

 

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) 

{ 

 //=============================Give 

INPUT================================== 

 

 

  printf("\n"); 

        printf("Enter BS node X_location, Y_location: "); 

  scanf("%lf  %lf", &bs_x, &bs_y); 

 

  printf("\n"); 

  //printf("The BS node ID is : %d\n",bs_id); 

  printf("BS node ========= Location X,Y : ( %lf , %lf )\n",bs_x, bs_y); 

   

  

  

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("BS node ========= Location X,Y : ( %lf , %lf )\n",bs_x, bs_y); 

 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_rs ; i++) 

 { 

  printf("\n"); 

  //printf("Enter RS_%d node ID: ", i); 

  //scanf("%d", &rs_id[i]); 

  printf("\n"); 
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  printf("Enter RS_%d node X_location, Y_location: ", i); 

  scanf("%lf  %lf", &rs_x[i], &rs_y[i]); 

   

 } 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 //printf("The RS node IDs and location are: \n"); 

 printf("The RS node locations are: \n"); 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_rs ; i++) 

 { 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("RS_%d ========= Location X,Y : ( %lf , %lf )\n",i,rs_x[i],rs_y[i]); 

 } 

 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

  printf("\n"); 

  //printf("Enter SS_%d node ID: ", i); 

  //scanf("%d", &ss_id[i]); 

  printf("\n"); 

        printf("Enter SS_%d node X_location, Y_location: ", i); 

  scanf("%lf  %lf", &ss_x[i], &ss_y[i]); 

 

 } 

 

 //printf("The SS node IDs and location are: \n"); 

 printf("The SS node locations are: \n"); 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("SS_%d ========= Location X,Y : ( %lf , %lf )\n",i,ss_x[i],ss_y[i]); 

 } 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("Enter the value of d_max (maximum communication distance) : "); 

 scanf("%lf", &d_max); 

 printf("\n"); 

 

 //printf("Enter the value of Constant for calculating 'Ri'  : "); 

 //scanf("%lf", &value_constant); 

  

 

 //Givng values for parameters for calculation... 

 beam_min = 0; 
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 beam_max = 40; 

 value_constant = 10000000; 

  

 

 printf("\n"); 

 

 printf("\n===================================================

=================\n"); 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss; i++) 

 { 

  int rs_id; 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("Enter the parent RS number of SS#%d =  ",i); 

  scanf("%d", &rs_id); 

 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("i is %d --- rs_id is %d \n",i, rs_id); 

  ss_rs_blue_solid[i][rs_id] = 1; 

  ss_rs_association[i][rs_id] = 1; 

  rs_ss_association[rs_id][i] = 1; 

  num_associated_ss[rs_id]++; 

  num_connected_ss[rs_id]++; 

 

 

 } 

 printf("\n===================================================

=================\n"); 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss; i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs; j++) 

  { 

   if(ss_rs_blue_solid[i][j] == 1) 

   { 

    printf("\n"); 

    printf("The SS#%d is connected to RS#%d\n",i,j); 

   } 

  } 

 

 } 

  

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("\n===================================================

=================\n"); 
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 //============================end_of_INPUTs=================

======================================== 

 

 //Determine the number of candidate RSs for each SS... 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

 double x1 = ss_x[i]; 

 double y1 = ss_y[i]; 

  

 for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

 { 

 double x2 = rs_x[j]; 

 double y2 = rs_y[j]; 

 

 distance = get_distance(x1,y1,x2,y2); 

  

 if(distance <= d_max) 

 { 

 ss_candidate_rs[i][j] = 1; 

 ss_num_rs[i]++; 

 } 

 

 }//inner for_loop  

  

 }//outer for_loop 

 

 //Display the Candidate RSs for each SS... 

 

 for(int i=1 ; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

 { 

  for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

  { 

    if(ss_candidate_rs[i][j] == 1) 

    { 

     printf("\n"); 

     printf("The SS#%d has RS#%d as candidate 

RS\n",i, j); 

      

    } 

  } 

 

 } 

 

 R_min=100; 
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 for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

    update_rs_beam(j); 

 

 update_SS_data_rates(); 

 R_min = calculate_SS_R_min(); 

 ss_move = ss_R_min_id; 

 rs_leaving = get_cur_rs(ss_move); 

 //select_ss_move(i,ss_num); 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss; i++) 

 { 

  printf("The data rate of SS#%d is = %lf \n", i, ss_data_rate[i]); 

 } 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

 { 

  printf("The RS#%d beam = %lf \n", j, rs_beam[j]); 

 } 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 

 printf("The ss_move ====for the first time=== in MAIN... is SS#%d \n", 

ss_move); 

 printf("The min. rate is : %lf \n", R_min); 

 printf("The leaveing RS is RS#%d \n", rs_leaving); 

 printf("\n"); 

 

 

 //fix_return = 1; 

 //WHILE(FIX_RETURN != 0) 

 

 fix_return = fix_cur_ss(ss_move, rs_leaving); 

 

 printf("\n"); 

 printf("This is fix_return in MAIN... fix_return : %lf\n", fix_return); 

 //if_x2 

 if(fix_return > 0) 

 { 

   for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

    for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

    { 
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     //if_X3 

     if(ss_rs_dotted[i][j] == 1) 

     { 

      ss_rs_dotted[i][j] = 0; 

 

      ss_rs_blue_solid[i][j]=1; 

 

      ss_rs_association[i][j] = 1; 

      rs_ss_association[j][i] = 1; 

      num_associated_ss[j]++; 

      num_connected_ss[j]++; 

 

     for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

        { 

       if(ss_rs_red[i][j] == 1) 

      { 

        ss_rs_red[i][j] = 0; 

      } 

       } 

       

     }//if_X3... 

    } 

    

 

 }//if_X2... 

 

 //}//for_loop_X1... 

 

  

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

    for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

    { 

     if(ss_rs_red[i][j] == 1) 

     { 

      ss_rs_blue_solid[i][j]=1; 

 

      ss_rs_association[i][j] = 1; 

      rs_ss_association[j][i] = 1; 

      num_associated_ss[j]++; 

      num_connected_ss[j]++; 

     } 

    } 
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   //update_rates... 

   for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

    update_rs_beam(j); 

    

   update_SS_data_rates(); 

 

   //PRINTF BLUE EDGES RELATIONS.......... 

   for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

    for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

     printf("The BLUE_SOLID values for SS#%d and RS#%d 

= %d \n", i , j, ss_rs_blue_solid[i][j]); 

 

 return 0; 

} 

 

 

double fix_cur_ss(int my_ss_move, int my_rs_leaving) 

{ 

 int my_cur_ss = my_ss_move; 

    int my_cur_rs = my_rs_leaving; 

 

 int ss_move; 

 double value_return; 

 

 printf("The current_ss is SS#%d\n",my_cur_ss); 

 

 //erase the BLUE_SOLID... 

 disconnect_ss_move(my_cur_ss, my_cur_rs); 

 //Update the rs_beam.. since we have disconnected one SS node... 

 

 //UPDATING AFTER DELETING A LINK!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 delete_update_rs_beam(my_cur_rs);  

  

  

 

 //update_SS_data_rates(); 

 

 printf("After disconnecting... new COVERAGE beam value of RS#%d is = %lf 

\n", my_cur_rs, rs_beam[my_cur_rs]); 

 //Make a RED_LINE... 

 ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs] = 1; 

 

 printf("The my_cur_ss is SS#%d \n", my_cur_ss); 

 //Check for the next candidate_RS... for this SS.. 
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 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

    for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

     printf("The BLUE_SOLID values for SS#%d and RS#%d 

= %d \n", i , j, ss_rs_blue_solid[i][j]); 

 

 printf("Trying here... current_ss is SS#%d and current_rs is RS#%d \n", 

my_cur_ss, my_cur_rs); 

 

    int next_rs = 0; 

 int next_rs_flag = 0; 

 int coverage_flag = 1; 

 int min_data_rate_flag = 1; 

 

 for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

 { 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("I'm going inside for_loop for checking the next_RS...\n"); 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("The value of 'candidature' for SS#%d  and RS#%d is %d 

\n",my_cur_ss, j, ss_candidate_rs[my_cur_ss][j]); 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("The value of 'ss_rs_red' for SS#%d  and RS#%d is %d 

\n",my_cur_ss, j, ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][j]); 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("The value of 'rs_reached' for SS#%d  and RS#%d is %d 

\n",my_cur_ss, j, rs_reached[my_cur_ss][j]); 

 

  current_rs_coverage = calculate_rs_beam_1(j,my_cur_ss); 

 

      printf("\n"); 

     printf("The current COVERAGE_angle of RS#%d is %lf 

\n",j,current_rs_coverage); 

 

  if(current_rs_coverage > antenna_beam) 

  { 

    printf("\n$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$"); 

       printf("This combination is NOT POSSIBLE... angle made will 

exceed the ANTENNA BEAM!!!\n"); 

    printf("$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$"); 

    printf("\n");     

    coverage_flag = 0; 

  } 
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   double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

   double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

   double  x2 = ss_x[my_cur_ss]; 

   double  y2 = ss_y[my_cur_ss]; 

 

   distance = get_distance(x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

   current_rate = value_constant / (distance * distance * 

antenna_beam); 

 

  if(current_rate < R_min) 

  { 

   min_data_rate_flag = 0; 

  } 

   

  // values printed should be 1 0 0 1 1 ... for entering into the 'for_loop'.... 

 

  if((ss_candidate_rs[my_cur_ss][j] == 1) && (ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][j] != 

1) && (rs_reached[my_cur_ss][j] != 1) && (coverage_flag == 1) && 

(min_data_rate_flag == 1)) 

  { 

   printf("\n"); 

   printf("I'm here at least once... for RS#%d \n", j); 

   printf("\n"); 

   next_rs = j; 

 

   rs_reached[my_cur_ss][j] = 1; 

   printf("Updated the 'rs_reached' for SS#%d  and RS#%d is %d 

\n",my_cur_ss, j, rs_reached[my_cur_ss][j]); 

 

   next_rs_flag = 1; 

  } 

 

  if(next_rs_flag == 1) 

   break; 

 } 

  

 //if_xyz_1 

 if(next_rs != 0 ) 

 { 

  my_cur_rs = next_rs; 

   

  printf("Got a next_rs... now current RS is RS#%d \n", my_cur_rs); 
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  //making BLUE_DOTTED between my_cur_ss and my_cur_rs... 

  ss_rs_dotted[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=1; 

  ss_rs_association[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=1; 

  rs_ss_association[my_cur_rs][my_cur_ss]=1; 

  num_associated_ss[my_cur_rs]++; 

 

  update_rs_beam(my_cur_rs);  

  printf("After dotted_BLUE with next_rs... the beam value of RS#%d is = 

%lf \n", my_cur_rs, rs_beam[my_cur_rs]); 

 

  update_SS_data_rates(); 

  printf("\n"); 

  for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss; i++) 

  { 

   printf("Now... the data rate of SS#%d is = %lf \n", i, 

ss_data_rate[i]); 

  } 

 

  ss_R_min = calculate_SS_R_min(); 

 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("The lowest data rate now is = %lf \n", ss_R_min); 

 

  //if_xyz_2 

  if( ss_R_min > R_min) 

  { 

   printf("\n"); 

   printf("The lowest data rate now is GREATER than R_min= %lf 

\n", R_min); 

 

 

   for(int i=1; i<=tot_rs ; i++) 

   { 

    if(ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][i] == 1) 

    { 

     ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][i] = 0; 

    } 

     

   } 

 

   ss_rs_dotted[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=0; 

 

   ss_rs_blue_solid[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=1; 
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   ss_rs_association[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=1; 

   rs_ss_association[my_cur_rs][my_cur_ss]=1; 

   num_associated_ss[my_cur_rs]++; 

   num_connected_ss[my_cur_rs]++; 

 

   printf("RETURNing here... found a new assignment with better 

MIN_RATE\n"); 

   return 1; 

 

  }//if_xyz_2... 

   

  //else_xyz_2 

  else 

  { 

   printf("\n"); 

   printf("The lowest data rate now is SMALLER than R_min= %lf 

\n", R_min); 

   //select an ss from my_cur_rs... 

   printf("\n"); 

   printf("Now.. we need to move another SS... from current RS#%d 

\n", my_cur_rs); 

   ss_move = select_ss_move(my_cur_rs, my_cur_ss); 

   printf("The selected ss_move is SS#%d \n", ss_move); 

   value_return = fix_cur_ss(ss_move, my_cur_rs); 

 

  }//else_xyz_2... 

 

  //if_ret_-1 

  if(value_return == -1) 

  { 

   for(int i=1; i<=tot_rs ; i++) 

   { 

    if(ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][i] == 1) 

    { 

     ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][i] = 0; 

    } 

     

   } 

    

   ss_rs_blue_solid[ss_move][my_cur_rs]=1; 

 

   ss_rs_association[ss_move][my_cur_rs]=1; 

   rs_ss_association[my_cur_rs][ss_move]=1; 

   num_associated_ss[my_cur_rs]++; 
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   num_connected_ss[my_cur_rs]++; 

 

   //update_rs_beam(my_cur_rs);  

 

   ss_rs_dotted[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs] = 0; 

 

   ss_rs_association[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=0; 

   rs_ss_association[my_cur_rs][my_cur_ss]=0; 

   num_associated_ss[my_cur_rs]--; 

 

   update_rs_beam(my_cur_rs);  

 

  }//if_ret_-1... 

  

  //if_ret_1 

  if(value_return == 1) 

  { 

   for(int i=1; i<=tot_rs ; i++) 

   { 

    if(ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][i] == 1) 

    { 

     ss_rs_red[my_cur_ss][i] = 0; 

    } 

     

   } 

 

    

   ss_rs_dotted[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=0; 

 

   printf("\n"); 

   printf("RETURNing 1 here... found a solution...MIN_RATE is 

betterd!!!\n"); 

 

   printf("\n"); 

   printf("The SS#%d is now connected to RS#%d \n", my_cur_ss, 

my_cur_rs); 

 

   //got to see and proceed from here... 

 

   //   . 

   //   . 

   //   . 

   //   . 

   //   . 
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   //   . 

 

 

   ss_rs_blue_solid[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=1; 

 

   ss_rs_association[my_cur_ss][my_cur_rs]=1; 

   rs_ss_association[my_cur_rs][my_cur_ss]=1; 

   num_associated_ss[my_cur_rs]++; 

   num_connected_ss[my_cur_rs]++; 

 

   update_rs_beam(my_cur_rs); 

 

 

  }//if_ret_1... 

 

 }//if_xyz_1... 

 

 //else_xyz_1 

 else 

 { 

  printf("\n"); 

  printf("Flopping here... current_ss is SS#%d and current_rs is RS#%d \n", 

my_cur_ss, my_cur_rs); 

  for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs ; j++) 

  { 

   rs_reached[my_cur_ss][j] = 0; 

  } 

   

  return -1; 

 }//else_xyz_1... 

} 

  

 

double calculate_SS_R_min(void) 

{ 

 double ss_R_min = 100; 

 

 //for_loop_1 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss; i++) 

 { 

  if( ss_R_min >= ss_data_rate[i]) 

  { 

  ss_R_min_id = i; 

  ss_R_min = ss_data_rate[i]; 
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  }//if... 

 

 }//for_loop_1... 

 //ss_move = ss_R_min_id; 

 

 return ss_R_min; 

 

 

} 

 

int select_ss_move(int cur_rs,int cur_ss) 

{ 

   int j = cur_rs; 

   int i=0; 

 

   max_angle=0; 

 

   for( int n=1 ; n<=tot_ss ; n++) 

   { 

 

    if((rs_ss_association[j][n] == 1) && (n != cur_ss)) 

    { 

     double x1 = ss_x[n]; 

     double y1 = ss_y[n]; 

      

     double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

     double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

     double  x2 = ss_x[cur_ss]; 

     double  y2 = ss_y[cur_ss]; 

 

     current_angle = 

calculate_angle(x1,y1,x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

     //printf("\n"); 

     //printf("The angle between SS#%d --- RS#%d --- 

SS#%d is = %lf\n", n,j,cur_ss,current_angle); 

    if(current_angle >= max_angle) 

    { 

                    i = n; 

     max_angle = current_angle; 

    } 

        

    }//if... 

   }//for_loop... 
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   return i; 

 

} 

 

double disconnect_ss_move(int ss_move, int rs_leaving) 

{ 

 

 if(ss_rs_association[ss_move][rs_leaving] == 1) 

 { 

      

  ss_rs_association[ss_move][rs_leaving]=0; 

  rs_ss_association[rs_leaving][ss_move]=0; 

  num_associated_ss[rs_leaving]--; 

  num_connected_ss[rs_leaving]--; 

 

  ss_rs_blue_solid[ss_move][rs_leaving]=0; 

 

  return 1; 

 } 

 else 

  return 0; 

} 

 

int get_cur_rs(int ss_move) 

{ 

  

 for( int n=1 ; n<=tot_rs ; n++) 

 { 

 

    if(ss_rs_association[ss_move][n] == 1) 

    { 

      

 

     //ss_rs_association[ss_move][n]=0; 

     //rs_ss_association[n][ss_move]=0; 

     //num_connected_ss[n]--; 

     //ss_rs_red[ss_move][n]=1; 

 

     return n; 

    } 

 } 

 

 return 0; 
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} 

 

 

void update_rs_beam(int rs_leaving) 

{ 

     

 int ss_of_rs; 

 

    if(num_associated_ss[rs_leaving] == 1) 

 { 

  rs_beam[rs_leaving] = beam_min;   

 } 

 else if(num_associated_ss[rs_leaving] > 1) 

 { 

  ss_of_rs=0; 

  for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

  { 

   if(rs_ss_association[rs_leaving][i] == 1) 

   { 

    ss_of_rs = i; 

   } 

  } 

  rs_beam[rs_leaving]= calculate_rs_beam(rs_leaving,ss_of_rs); 

 

 } 

 else if(num_associated_ss[rs_leaving] == 0) 

 { 

  rs_beam[rs_leaving] = 0; 

 } 

 

  

} 

 

void delete_update_rs_beam(int rs_leaving) 

{ 

     

 int ss_of_rs; 

 

    if(num_connected_ss[rs_leaving] == 1) 

 { 

  rs_beam[rs_leaving] = beam_min;   

 } 

 else if(num_connected_ss[rs_leaving] > 1) 

 { 
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  ss_of_rs=0; 

  for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

  { 

   if(rs_ss_association[rs_leaving][i] == 1) 

   { 

    ss_of_rs = i; 

   } 

  } 

  rs_beam[rs_leaving]= delete_calculate_rs_beam(rs_leaving,ss_of_rs); 

 

 } 

 else if(num_connected_ss[rs_leaving] == 0) 

 { 

  rs_beam[rs_leaving] = 0; 

 } 

 

  

} 

 

 

//Function to calculate the distance between 2 points... 

double get_distance(double x1, double y1, double x2, double y2) 

{ 

double distance = sqrt(((x2-x1) * (x2-x1)) + ((y2-y1) * (y2-y1))); 

return distance; 

} 

 

void update_SS_data_rates(void) 

{ 

 double current_rate; 

 

 for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss; i++) 

 {        

  for(int j=1; j<=tot_rs; j++) 

  { 

   if(ss_rs_association[i][j] == 1) 

   { 

 

   current_angle = calculate_rs_beam(j,i); 

   double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

   double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

   double  x2 = ss_x[i]; 

   double  y2 = ss_y[i]; 
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   distance = get_distance(x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

   current_rate = value_constant / (distance * distance * 

antenna_beam); 

 

   ss_data_rate[i] = current_rate; 

 

   }//if... 

  }//for... 

 }//for... 

} 

 

//Function for calculating the angle between 3 nodes... 

double calculate_angle(double x1, double y1, double x_p, double y_p, double x2, double 

y2) 

{ 

 double result; 

 

// calculating the 3 distances 

 

double ab = get_distance(x1,y1,x_p,y_p); 

 

double bc = get_distance(x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

 

double ac = get_distance(x1,y1,x2,y2); 

 

double cosB = pow(ac, 2) - pow(ab, 2) - pow(bc, 2); 

 

cosB =  cosB / (2 * ab * bc); 

 

result = 180 - ((acos(cosB) * 180) /3.141592653); //(2 * acos(0.0)) 

 

 

return result; 

} 

 

 

//calculating the RS_beam.... after adding a link... 

//==================================================== 

 

double calculate_rs_beam(int cur_rs, int cur_ss) 

{ 

   int j = cur_rs; 

   int rs_assoc_flag = 0; 
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   for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

   { 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][i] == 1) 

    { 

     rs_assoc_flag = 1; 

    } 

   } 

 

   if(rs_assoc_flag == 0) 

   { 

    //rs_beam[j] = beam_min; 

    return beam_min; //minimum beam... 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    max_angle=0; 

    for( int n=1 ; n<=tot_ss ; n++) 

    { 

 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][n] == 1) 

    { 

     double x1 = ss_x[n]; 

     double y1 = ss_y[n]; 

      

     double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

     double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

     double  x2 = ss_x[cur_ss]; 

     double  y2 = ss_y[cur_ss]; 

 

     current_angle = 

calculate_angle(x1,y1,x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

     //printf("\n"); 

     //printf("The angle between SS#%d --- RS#%d --- 

SS#%d is = %lf\n", n,j,cur_ss,current_angle); 

 

     if(current_angle >= max_angle) 

     { 

      max_angle=current_angle; 

     } 

    }//if... 

    }//for_loop... 

 

    if(max_angle <= beam_max) 
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    { 

 

    if(max_angle >= rs_beam[j]) 

    { 

     //rs_beam[j]=max_angle; 

     return max_angle; 

    } 

    else return rs_beam[j]; 

 

    } 

    else 

     return -1; 

       

 

   } 

} 

 

 

 

//calculating the RS_beam.... after deleting a link... 

//==================================================== 

 

double delete_calculate_rs_beam(int cur_rs, int cur_ss) 

{ 

   int j = cur_rs; 

   int rs_assoc_flag = 0; 

   for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

   { 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][i] == 1) 

    { 

     rs_assoc_flag = 1; 

    } 

   } 

 

   if(rs_assoc_flag == 0) 

   { 

    //rs_beam[j] = beam_min; 

    return beam_min; //minimum beam... 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    max_angle=0; 

    //for_1... 

    for( int n1=1 ; n1<=tot_ss ; n1++) 
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    { 

     //if_1... 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][n1] == 1) 

    { 

    //for_2... 

    for( int n2=1 ; n2<=tot_ss ; n2++) 

    { 

     //if_2... 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][n2] == 1 && n1 != n2) 

    { 

     double x1 = ss_x[n1]; 

     double y1 = ss_y[n1]; 

      

     double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

     double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

     double  x2 = ss_x[n2]; 

     double  y2 = ss_y[n2]; 

 

     current_angle = 

calculate_angle(x1,y1,x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

     //printf("\n"); 

     //printf("The angle between SS#%d --- RS#%d --- 

SS#%d is = %lf\n", n,j,cur_ss,current_angle); 

 

     if(current_angle >= max_angle) 

     { 

      max_angle=current_angle; 

     } 

    }//if_2... 

    }//for_loop_2... 

    }//if_1... 

    }//for_loop_1... 

 

    if(max_angle <= beam_max) 

    { 

 

    //if(max_angle >= rs_beam[j]) 

    //{ 

     //rs_beam[j]=max_angle; 

     //return max_angle; 

    //} 

     return max_angle; 
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    //else return rs_beam[j]; 

 

    } 

    else 

     return -1; 

       

 

   } 

} 

 

 

double calculate_rs_beam_1(int cur_rs, int cur_ss) 

{ 

   int j = cur_rs; 

   int rs_assoc_flag = 0; 

   for(int i=1; i<=tot_ss ; i++) 

   { 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][i] == 1) 

    { 

     rs_assoc_flag = 1; 

    } 

   } 

 

   if(rs_assoc_flag == 0) 

   { 

    //rs_beam[j] = beam_min; 

    return beam_min; //minimum beam... 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    max_angle=0; 

    for( int n=1 ; n<=tot_ss ; n++) 

    { 

 

    if(rs_ss_association[j][n] == 1) 

    { 

     double x1 = ss_x[n]; 

     double y1 = ss_y[n]; 

      

     double  x_p = rs_x[j]; 

     double  y_p = rs_y[j]; 

 

     double  x2 = ss_x[cur_ss]; 

     double  y2 = ss_y[cur_ss]; 
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     current_angle = 

calculate_angle(x1,y1,x_p,y_p,x2,y2); 

     //printf("\n"); 

     //printf("The angle between SS#%d --- RS#%d --- 

SS#%d is = %lf\n", n,j,cur_ss,current_angle); 

 

     if(current_angle >= max_angle) 

     { 

      max_angle=current_angle; 

     } 

    }//if... 

    }//for_loop... 

 

     

     return max_angle; 

    

 

    } 

     

       

 

} 
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APPENDIX D 

IMPLEMENTATION OF BFS BASED TREE CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM 
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//============This is created for Implementing BFS ============ 

CODE_INSERT================ 

int my_xxx_mac_ids[50]; 

struct BFS_struct{ 

 

char my_node_names[50][20]; 

double my_criterion_distance; 

int my_marked_nodes[50]; 

int my_hop_nodes[50]; 

int my_node_relation[50][50]; 

 

}my_xxx_bfs_struct; 

static int my_xxx_mac_ids_count; 

 

 

//================Queue Implementation=========================== 

int MAXSIZE = 50; 

 

struct my_queue_structure 

{ 

 

int front,rear; 

int queue[50]; 

}q; 

 

int queue_empty(void); 

int queue_full(void); 

void queue_add(int); 

int queue_pop(void); 

void queue_display(void); 

 

 

//============================================================== 

 

 

 

//================Queue Implementation=========================== 

 

int queue_full(void) 

{ 

if ( q.rear == MAXSIZE) 
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return(1); 

else 

return(0); 

} 

 

int queue_empty(void) 

{ 

if (q.front == q.rear + 1) 

return(1); 

else 

return(0); 

} 

 

 

void queue_add(int node_id) 

{ 

 

if(queue_full() == 1) 

{ 

printf("\n\nQueue Full\n"); 

} 

 

else 

{ 

q.rear = q.rear + 1; 

 

q.queue[q.rear] = node_id; 

 

if(q.rear == 1) q.front ++; 

} 

 

}//end of add method... 

 

 

int queue_pop(void) 

{ 

int node_id; 

 

if(queue_empty() == 1) 

{ 

printf("\n\nQueue Empty\n"); 

return 0; 

} 
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else 

{ 

node_id=q.queue[q.front]; 

printf("% d Has Been Deleted!",q.queue[q.front]); 

q.front = q.front +1; 

return node_id; 

} 

}// end of delete method... 

 

 

void queue_display(void) 

{ 

int i; 

 

if(queue_empty () == 1) 

printf("\nQueue Empty!!"); 

else 

{ 

printf("\nDisplaying Queue\n"); 

for(i = q.front; i <= q.rear; i++) 

 printf("%d\n",q.queue[i]); 

} 

}//end of display method... 

 

 

//======================================= 

 

int i,j; 

char node_name [512]; 

int my_xxx_mac_address; 

int flag_already_in_list =0; 

 

 

char      my_xxx_node_name[128]; 

 

 

//==========IMPLEMENTING_BFS_APPROACH============== 

//if(my_mac_address == 1111) 

//{ 

 

op_ima_obj_attr_get_str (op_topo_parent (op_id_self ()), "name", 128, 

my_xxx_node_name); 

//if  (strcmp(my_xxx_node_name,"BS_aac") == 0) 

//{ 
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printf("\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX \n"); 

printf("\n THIS IS :: %s  ===   from.....my_xxx_node_name \n\n", my_xxx_node_name); 

 

 

//==================MAC_ADDRESS at this point is ZERO for all of the 

nodes!!!============================== 

//printf("\n\n The mac_address :: %d \n\n", my_mac_address); 

//========================================================= 

 

//=====CHECKING if the node is already entered into the list.....============== 

for(i=1; i <=my_xxx_mac_ids_count; i++) 

{ 

if ( strcmp(my_xxx_node_name, my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i]) == 0) 

flag_already_in_list = 1; 

} 

 

if ( flag_already_in_list == 1) 

{ 

printf("\n\n This node is coming for more than one time ====== %s \n\n", 

my_xxx_node_name); 

} 

 

//==================================================== 

else 

{ 

 

op_ima_obj_attr_get (op_id_self (), "Address", &my_xxx_mac_address); 

printf("\n\n The mac_address :: %d \n\n", my_xxx_mac_address); 

 

my_xxx_mac_ids[++my_xxx_mac_ids_count]= my_xxx_mac_address; 

 

i=0; 

while ( my_xxx_node_name[i] != '\0') 

{ 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[my_xxx_mac_ids_count][i]=my_xxx_node_name[i

]; 

i++; 

} 

 

printf("\n The count of mac_ids so far is :: %d\n\n", my_xxx_mac_ids_count); 

printf("\n XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX \n\n\n"); 

 

if(my_xxx_mac_address == 1111) 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_marked_nodes[my_xxx_mac_ids_count]= 1; 
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//i=1; 

//if( my_xxx_mac_ids_count == 12) 

//{ 

//   printf("\n\n Now.. all of them are stored in the array....\n The list of 

IDS are \n\n"); 

//   for(i=1; i <=my_xxx_mac_ids_count ; i++) 

//   printf("\n ID: %d = %d\n\n", i, my_xxx_mac_ids[i]); 

 

//} 

 

//op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self 

())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, "SS_wks_5"), &latitude, &longitude,&altitude, 

&x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos); 

//printf("\n\n\n SS_wks_5 ==== Latitude: %lf    ======= Longitude: %lf \n\n\n", 

latitude, longitude); 

//printf("\n\n\n X_pos: %lf    ======= Y_pos: %lf \n\n\n", x_pos, y_pos); 

//} 

 

//} 

 

for( i = 0; i < 50 ; i++) 

for( j = 0; j < 50 ; j++) 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_relation[i][j]=0; 

 

 

}//else... 

//====================================================== 

 

 

//===Here is the implementation of algorithm... see if the array has all the ids... 

 

if( my_mac_address == 1111)   //to disable this.. changing the mac_address value to 

something else... it was '1111' before... 

{ 

int current_node =0; 

int j=0; 

int current_hop_cross=0; 

 

printf("\n\n The mac_address :: %d \n\n", my_mac_address); 

printf("\n\n Now.. all of the MAC_IDS are stored in the array....\n The list of IDS are 

\n\n"); 

for(i=1; i <=my_xxx_mac_ids_count ; i++) 

printf("\n ID: %d = %d\n\n", i, my_xxx_mac_ids[i]); 
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printf("\n\n Now.. all of the NODE_NAMES are stored in the array....\n The list of 

NAMES are \n\n"); 

for(i=1; i <=my_xxx_mac_ids_count ; i++) 

printf("\n NAME: %d = %s \n\n", i, my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i]); 

 

printf("\n\n Now.. all of the MARKED/UNMARKED are stored in the array....\n The list 

of STATUS are \n\n"); 

for(i=1; i <=my_xxx_mac_ids_count ; i++) 

printf("\n STATUS: %d = %d \n\n", i, my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_marked_nodes[i]); 

 

 

//====================================================== 

//now... working on this.. distance... 

 

q.front = 0; 

q.rear = 0; 

 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_criterion_distance =  0.012;    //Setting the criterion distance... for 

one hop... (Pretty much like... 0.3850 Kms)  ///////// it was 0.005433 for scenarios 1,2 // 

Setting the criterion distance...(like... 0.5433 Kms) 

 

queue_add(1);   //Adding BS_aac into the queue... 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[j]=0;   //Maitaining nodes at each hop... 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[++j]=1; 

if(my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[j-1] == 0) 

current_hop_cross = my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[j]; 

 

while(!queue_empty()) //do till queue becomes empty.... 

{ 

 

current_node = queue_pop(); 

 

if(current_hop_cross == current_node) 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[++j]=0; 

 

 

printf("\n\n The current_node is : %d \n\n", current_node); 

 

if(my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[current_node][0] == 'S') 

{ 

printf("\n\n This is as SS node...\n\n"); 

 

} 
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else 

{ 

 

op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self 

())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[current_node]), 

&latitude, &longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos); 

my_node_latitude = latitude; 

my_node_longitude = longitude; 

 

for(i=1; i <=my_xxx_mac_ids_count ; i++) 

{ 

 

 

if(my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_marked_nodes[i] == 0) 

{ 

 

printf("\n NAME: %d = %s \n\n", i, my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i]); 

 

if(my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i][0] == 'S') 

op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self 

())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_MOB, my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i]), &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos); 

else 

op_ima_obj_pos_get (op_id_from_name (op_topo_parent (op_topo_parent (op_id_self 

())), OPC_OBJTYPE_NODE_FIX, my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i]), &latitude, 

&longitude,&altitude, &x_pos, &y_pos, &z_pos); 

 

 

other_node_latitude = latitude; 

other_node_longitude = longitude; 

 

 

my_xxx_distance = ( (other_node_latitude - my_node_latitude)*(other_node_latitude - 

my_node_latitude) ) + ( (other_node_longitude - 

my_node_longitude)*(other_node_longitude - my_node_longitude) ); 

//my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_criterion_distance = my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_criterion_distance 

* my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_criterion_distance; 

 

printf("\n\n The Distance between Current Node: %s  ========and======== 

Other_Node : %s ======= is ======== %lf \n\n\n",  

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[current_node], 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i], my_xxx_distance); 
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if(my_xxx_distance <= (my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_criterion_distance * 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_criterion_distance)) 

{ 

//Mark this node... this is reached by the current node... 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_marked_nodes[i] = 1; 

printf("\n\n ################### The node :: %s  ======== IS COVERING 

======= node :: %s 

##################\n\n",my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[current_node], 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i]); 

 

//Now add this to queue... if the marked_node is not a 'SS'... 

//if(my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_names[i][0] != 'S') 

queue_add(i); 

 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[++j]=i; 

if(my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[j-1] == 0) 

current_hop_cross = my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[j]; 

 

//Relate this node as the CHILD node of current node... 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_relation[current_node][i]= 1;  //relation value '1' denotes  

PARENT---CHILD relation... 

my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_node_relation[i][current_node]= -1; //relation value '-1' denotes 

CHILD-- PARENT relation... 

 

} 

 

}//if... 

 

 

}//for... 

 

}//else... 

 

}//while... 

 

//=============================== 

 

printf("\n\n\n\n $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ The hop nodes list is: \n"); 

for( j=0; j<=20; j++) 

printf("\n Node ID: %d\n",my_xxx_bfs_struct.my_hop_nodes[j]); 

 

} 

//====================Code_END================================= 
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